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HELGELAND

READ ABOUT...
MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES

Put on your hiking boots and get ready for some great hiking
– whether you prefer easy walks or challenging treks.

CULTURAL EXPERIENCES

Get a glimpse into the Viking Age, visit the bird guardians of Vega,
see old fishing villages, marvel at the sculptures of Artscape Nordland,
enjoy festivals and concerts.

ISLAND HOPPING WITH A BICYCLE OR KAYAK

Bicycle the islands, or go kayaking amongst Helgeland’s myriad
of island, islets and skerries…

Tomma, Nesna © Marit Løvhaug, Helgeland kajakk

Zipline / Mosjøen © Hans Petter Sørensen - www.FarOutFocus.no
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A journey through an unknown landscape is quite special, whether you are on your own,
with your partner, with family or friends. Gliding along on a bicycle, with the sun in your
face and the smells of summer in your nose, your hair flying in the wind and laughter in
your heart – that’s pure joy!
HAPPINESS IS A HOLIDAY IN HELGELAND

Perhaps nowhere else in the world does the landscape feel as
wide, and the heavens so close, as when you are kayaking on the
Helgeland coast. Here are thousands of islands, islets and skerries
– that too is joy.
To sit on a mountaintop high above the tree-line, with the trout you
caught grilling over the bonfire, and the scent of freshly brewed
coffee – that’s pure joy.
And not to forget our four towns. They have friendly hotels and
good restaurants, where the chefs proudly prepare dishes with local
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ingredients. And of course there are museums and galleries,
handicraft shops, varied shopping opportunities, and much to see
and experience.
Helgeland has a rich cultural scene. Throughout the summer and part
of the autumn, you can attend exciting festivals, concerts and other
cultural events, boat races and sport events.
And last but not least, the people have a long tradition of extending
a friendly welcome to travellers. The best advice we can give you is
to explore the region at your own pace – immersing yourself in all
that is Helgeland.
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island-hopping
BY BICYCLE

church. Consider also a hike to the top of Dønnesfjellet, for the
magnificent view, or a visit to Heidi’s Chocolate Factory. Or better
yet – do both! Accommodation: See visithelgeland.com
Day 2: Dønna – Herøy - Offersøy (approx. 50 km)
A 30-km ride takes you to Seløy. You can join a RIB sea-rafting
safari on the open sea, or go kayaking amongst the many islands,
islets and skerries of Herøy municipality. On two wheels you can
explore the island’s sandy white beaches and sheltered coves that
glimpse the open sea, or peer towards mount Dønnamannen and the
Seven Sisters mountain range (De syv søstre). Take the time to visit
one of Herøy’s charming shops, the medieval church known as «the
Helgeland cathedral» and Helgeland Museum Herøy. Afterwards,
take the ferry from Flostad quay to Søvik in Alstahaug, situated 14
km from Seløy. For accommodation, head to Sandnessjøen camping,
5 km north in the direction of Sandnessjøen and the airport, or to
Offersøy Camping, 15 km south towards Tjøtta.
Other accommodation: See visithelgeland.com

resistance. If you are lucky, Furuheim’s grazing animals may well
come to greet you to satisfy their curiosity. Farther up the valley are
peaceful spots perfect for a rest stop.

Day 3: Offersøy – Sandnessjøen (approx. 30 km)
From Søvik there is a trail to the summit of Stortind, the southernmost
peak of the range known as De syv søstre (The Seven Sisters). Søvik
is also the trailhead for all seven peaks. Another option is the twohour hike up Vettfjellet (244 m). A second option is the circuit trail
around the foot of Stortind, heading back to Søvikskaret.

At Atterli the road crosses the Susna river, which offers great fishing.
On the other side the road is paved. Your return journey to Furuheim
farm can go via the Baklibrua bridge, or by way of Fagertun and then
across the suspension bridge by the farm. Furuheim farm will gladly
provide the detailed information for this bicycle trip. The farm offers
accommodation with meals, as well as quarters with self-catering.

If you arrive from Offersøy, you cycle past the Petter Dass Museum
and the medieval church at Alstahaug. Petter Dass was a 17th-century
poet-priest. The turnoff to Breitind is 5 km after that. Another 15 km
farther north, on the left-hand side of the road and just 1 km before
Sandnessjøen, you can stop at Sandnes, the old Viking chieftain’s
seat. The town of Sandnessjøen offers good dining and shopping
opportunities, cultural events and attractions.

In the summer, when the sun barely sinks below thehorizon, you can enjoy the sights of Helgeland
around the clock, setting your own pace as you explore on two wheels. The light is magical,
and you may stop exactly where you wish to savour the beautiful scenery. The warm glow
of the midnight sky and the deep silence cannot be described, only experienced!
ROUTE 1: BRØNNØYSUND – TORGHATTEN – VEGA

unique cultural heritage of the Vega islands. Find accommodation
nearby (see www.visitvega.no).

Experience the «mountain with a hole in it». Explore great hiking
trails and pristine beaches, UNESCO World Heritage Sites and
culinary delights.

Day 3: Vega – Brønnøysund
Take your time at the World Heritage Centre, because there is a lot
to see. Afterwards, cycle the 7 km to Vega Havhotell, which offers
great dining (reservations recommended). Also consider kayaking
amongst the beautiful islands. Vega is a paradise with a hundred
kilometres of peaceful roads that lead to scenic highlights, beautiful
hiking trails, and good swimming spots. The express boat from Rørøy
to Brønnøysund leaves late in the afternoon. Accommodation: See
visithelgeland.com

3 days. Total distance: 70–80 km

Day 1: Brønnøysund – Torghatten (30 km round trip)
Cross the elegant Brønnøysund Bridge, and continue cycling towards
Torghatten. The 30-minute walk up to the famous hole through this
mountain requires sturdy footwear. Consider visiting the Norwegian
Aquaculture Centre, which offers fascinating insights into modern
fish farming. Accommodation: See visithelgeland.com
Day 2: Brønnøysund – Vega (30-40 km)
From Brønnøysund, head along Fv17 towards Horn (14 km), then
take the ferry to Vega (Igerøy). On the way, consider a stop at
Hildurs Urterarium, a unique herb farm and one of the most dining
experiences in Northern Norway. On your visit to Vega, consider a
stop on the island of Ylvingen, to enjoy a bike ride and a tasty meal
at Himmelblå Brygge, before continuing your journey. From Igerøy
on Vega, a 16.7 km cycle trip takes to the new World Heritage Centre
at Gardsøya harbour. Exhibitions highlight scenic treasures and the
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ROUTE 2: DØNNA – HERØY – SANDNESSJØEN

3 days. Total distance: Approx. 120 km

This excursion offers scenic country roads, white sand beaches,
great birdwatching, beautiful churches, changing views of the Seven
Sisters peaks – and so much more.
Day 1: Sandnessjøen – Dønna (approx. 40 km)
Take the morning ferry from Sandnessjøen to Dønna. After some
kilometre bicycle ride, you can visit Dønnes Farm and Dønnes

© Furuheim Gård

© Terje Rakke NordicLife Helgeland Reiseliv

ROUTE 4: NESNA – LOVUND – TRÆNA

3 days.

Take the express boat from Nesna and enjoy «island hopping» bet
ween Helgeland’s outermost islands. Below is a suggested itinerary
for a trip from Nesna, to Lovund and Træna, that you can start on a
Wednesday or Friday.
Day 1: Nesna
Arriving in Nesna (a one-hour drive from Mo i Rana or Mosjøen),
enjoy an overnight stay in a cabin, room or holiday apartment at
Havblikk Camping. Havblikk has pleasant hosts, good food, and
offers activities that make for pleasant days and evenings.
Day 2: Nesna – Lovund
The express boat departs Nesna at 11:30, arriving Lovund at 13:05.
Lovund Hotell is situated just 700 m from the quay. Enjoy a day
at the puffin colony, and a visit to the Coastal Culture Museum.
Eager hikers ascending Lovundfjellet (623 m) are rewarded with a
magnificent view of the Helgeland coast.

ROUTE 3: SUSENDAL IN HATTFJELLDAL

A one-day cycling adventure

A bike ride through Susendal is a cultural as well as a scenic delight.
The village at the foot of Børgefjell is a vibrant community in lush
surroundings. Rent a bicycle at Furuheim Gård or bring your own,
and experience the scenery with wide-open senses. Gentle terrain,
and roads that see little or no car traffic, make this an ideal family
cycling adventure.
From Furuheim farm, head eastward on the gravel road. You will
pass the memorial to Václav Marek, a Czech author, photographer
and researcher of Sámi languages who lived in Susendal in 1933–48.
During the German occupation Marek fought with the Norwegian

Day 3: Lovund – Træna – Nesna/Sandnessjøen
After a morning on Lovund, take the 13:05 express boat to Træna,
the oldest fishing village in Norway. Attractions include the Petter
Dass Chapel at Husøy, where Northern Norway’s most famous poet
used to preach in the 18th century, the Lovers’ Path, Kirkehelleren
cave on the island of Sanna – and lots of little roads that are ideal
for cycling. At 18:55 the express boat leaves for Onøy. Transfer to
the Nordland Express, returning you to Nesna at 21:15 or arriving
Sandnessjøen at 21:45. Accommodation: See visithelgeland.com

ROUTE 5: BRØNNØYSUND – VEVELSTAD – BØNÅ

3 days, total cycling distance: 60–63 km

Day 1: This trip is especially tempting if you and your travelling
companions love fishing and hiking. Starting in Brønnøysund,
follow Fv17 to Horn (14 km). Then take the ferry to Andalsvågen.
A 17-km ride brings you to the Forvik old trading post, which offers
rooms that have great historical charm, and restaurant that features
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Day 3: Bolga
Your express boat departs Rødøy at 12:40, arriving at the beautiful
island of Bolga at 1:15 pm. After a relaxed and peaceful 2 km of
cycling, you might hike up Bolgabørra and traverse the hole through
this mountaintop. Then consider going sea kayaking, deep-sea
fishing or rock climbing. Spend the night at Bolga Brygge, with
accommodation that has a spectacular view of the open sea. They
also offer superb dining.
Day 4 and 5: Støtt
The Nex1 express boat leaves Bolga at 1:15 pm the next day,
arriving an hour later at Støtt. This idyllic island offers a magical
cycling experience on its 7 km of road, where you ride through
untamed scenery with the open ocean at your side. Along the way
are sheltered coves, beaches and rocky shores polished smooth by
the surf – in other words, many great places to pause and immerse
yourself in your surroundings. Støtt Brygge, an old wharf and
trading post, offers charming accommodation, as well as rather
exclusive lodgings. The old grocery store has been converted into
Gammelbutikken Restaurant, where the chef prepares memorable
seafood dishes from the catch of the day. Your host will also point
you to a wide variety of adventures offered: kayaking, deep-sea
fishing, RIB sea-rafting safaris and seaplane flights. You can even
join a glacier trek or go ice climbing on the mainland!
Day 6: Returning home – or continuing your journey
The express boat to Bodø departs at 09:55 and arrives at 11:25. From
Bodø you can catch a train, board the Hurtigruten coastal steamer,
or take a flight to your chosen destination. NB! If you wish, you can
arrange to have your hired bicycle returned from Støtt.
a menu proudly based on local ingredients and the traditions of
Helgeland. You will also find great ambience at the coffee roaster.
To build an appetite, we suggest taking the one-kilometre ride to
Vevelstad Museum, and a walk along the Vistnes Trail. It takes you
through beautiful scenery to 5000 year old petroglyphs! For dinner
at the trading post, consider ordering boknafisk, a dish made from
wind- and sun-dried cod, rightly considered a delicacy in Northern
Norway.
Day 2: After breakfast, head for the quay at Forvik and take the
express boat into the Vistnesfjord. After an hour you reach your
destination, Bønå farm, exquisitely situated in the heart of LomsdalVisten National Park and many miles from the nearest road. The
nearby rivers are teeming with trout and salmon, and the Vistnesfjord
also offers great fishing. Bønå farm offers canoe and kayak rental,
guided hikes, cave tours, rock-climbing excursions and boat trips.
From the farm, a marked path takes you up to Krongelvatnet lake,
where your farm hosts will gladly pitch a lavvo, a traditional Sámi
tent. If you prefer, you can rent a cabin by Bønåvatnet lake, or a
holiday home of higher standard.
Day 3: Enjoy a day fishing the lakes, rivers or fjord – and fresh fish
for dinner.
Day 4: Take the early morning express boat from Bønå back to
Forvik. The final leg of your trip is the bike ride back to Brønnøysund.

ROUTE 6: MYKEN – RØDØY – BOLGA – STØTT

This excursion is designed for six days and five nights.
Afterwards, you have the option of continuing your journey
from Bodø by train, plane or the Hurtigruten coastal steamer.
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Route 6 is intended as a summer cycling trip; it takes advantage of
the NEX1 express boat summer schedule that runs Monday–Friday
from around 20 June. For more information about travelling at other
times, please visit www.reisnordland.no.
Day 1: Sandnessjøen – Myken
You can rent a bicycle in Sandnessjøen or bring your own. Our
Route 6 is a rewarding island-hopping adventure whose the prime
ingredients are great views of the sea and mountains. Your journey
starts by taking the NEX1 express boat, departing Sandnessjøen at
8:20 and arriving Myken at 11:40. En route you pass the islands of
Lovund and Træna.
Myken is a small fishing village with opportunities for exciting
activities and great adventures nearby. The island has only 800
meters of road and is blessedly free of car traffic. Here you can
savour the scenery, the sea and the midnight sun. Myken also invites
you to visit the whisky distillery, chat with the locals at the shop,
go deep-sea fishing, and enjoy good dining. Myken B&B offers
quite unique accommodation in vintage caravans parked indoors, or
you can opt for glamorous camping («glamping») in a stylish tent
furnished with carpets and a chandelier.
Day 2: Rødøy
Your express boat departs Myken at noon, arriving at Rødøy at
12:40. A 2.3 km bicycle ride takes you to the old sexton’s farm
(klokkergården), which offers accommodation and nostalgic
charm. The manor is known for serving hearty food based on local
ingredients. A hike up Rødøyløva (443 m) is a must when you’re
visiting Rødøy. The summit offers an exquisite view. You can cycle
a circuit of the island and choose one of the many pleasant detours,
walk chalk-white beaches, go kayaking, and visit Norway’s only
teddy-bear museum, where 1500 teddy bears reside!

Please note that all express boat schedules etc are subject to change.
We recommend that you double-check your itinerary at
www.reisnordland.no

Støtt ©

PRACTICAL INFORMATION ON CYCLING:
WHAT IS THE BEST LOCAL TRANSPORT?

Express boats and ferries will take you to the islands and coastal destinations between Sandnessjøen and Brønnøysund. The
schedule information is available at www.reisnordland.no. For
additional suggestions, we invite you to download our cycling
brochure from visithelgeland.com. On our website you can
also book the cycling package of your choice.

HOW DO I BOOK A BICYCLE?

You can book bicycles online at visithelgeland.com. Bike
rental is available in Brønnøysund, Sandnessjøen, Glomfjord,
Nesna and Støtt. One option is to rent a bicycle for the duration of your Helgeland holiday. Alternatively you can return the
bike where you rented it, avoiding the cost of return transport,
and then rent another bicycle at your new destination.
In the towns of Brønnøysund and Sandnessjøen, you can pick
up your bicycle during opening hours at the Tourist Information Office, or request that it be brought to your hotel, or be
waiting for you at the airport. In addition, bicycles may be
picked up at Havblikk Camping in Nesna, at Støtt Brygge, or
at your hotel or elsewhere by agreement in Glomfjord.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO RENT A BIKE?

Bicycle (adult): NOK 295
Electric bicycle: NOK 445
Children’s bicycle: NOK 195
Luggage trailer: NOK 245
Bicycle transport between Brønnøysund, Sandnessjøen,
Nesna, Ørnes and Bodø: From NOK 850–1200
Luggage transport, per transport leg, per person: NOK 335

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE?

You can rent children’s bikes as well as adult bicycles from
Helgeland Reiseliv. Electric bicycles and bike luggage trailers
are also available. All in all, we have 100 quality bicycles.
Your bicycle rental includes double panniers, a helmet, a tool
and patch kit, and a bike tire pump.

HOW DO I TRANSPORT MY LUGGAGE?

While you enjoy cycling through scenic Helgeland, let us
take care of transporting your luggage. In cooperation with
Kystriksveien Reiseliv in Steinkjer, we can transport your
luggage between Brønnøysund and Sandnessjøen, including
Vega, Vevelstad, Herøy and Dønna. You can, for instance, start
from Brønnøy on a Monday or Tuesday, and finish in Sandnessjøen on Thursday or Friday. The price is based on the number
of adults in your group, with free luggage transport for children under 16 years of age. Luggage transport is valid from
mid-June to mid-August.
For details and booking, please visit www.visithelgeland.com

FLY & BIKE ON HELGELAND

For your Helgeland summer holiday, combine flying and
bicycling. When you land at Brønnøysund or Sandnessjøen,
we’ll have your bicycle waiting! Then choose your direction and
start your holiday. You can return your bicycle at either airport.
Order your Fly & Bike holiday at wideroe.no/Flybilletter/
FlyandBike or visithelgeland.com.
You will find many suggested cycling routes at
visithelgeland.com

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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TAKE THE STAIR
CHALLENGE!
Your thighs will get a great workout when you
climb one of the impressive stairs that have
been built various places in Helgeland’s scenery.
Whether stone or wood, the steps that ascend the
mountainside keep you on the path, preventing
erosion. Each of them awards your workout with
a magnificent view!
THE HELGELAND STAIRS AT MOSJØEN

The Vega stairs © Halvor Evensen

Perhaps the most spectacular are the Helgeland Stairs. They climb
Øyfjellet (818 m), just outside Mosjøen town centre. You are sure to
lose count as you ascend the longest stone stairs in Norway with its
3000 steps as of today. Sherpas from Nepal are building the impressive Helgeland Stairs and when completed in 2021/2022, there will
be 4000 steps up to the top of Øyfjellet, making the Helgeland Stairs
one of the longest stone Stairs in the world.
The Helgeland Stairs are considered one of the five finest mountain
staircases in Norway; the stone and construction are first-rate. Each
step is two metres wide, allowing two or three people to walk abreast. Several «rest stops» fit beautifully into the terrain, inviting you
to stop and savour the view.

THE STAIRS ON VEGA ISLAND

At Ravnflåget, on the main island of Vega, the local sports club has
built the impressive Vega Stairs. After a short marked path, 2000
steps climb past numerous sculptures and the Storsteinen picnic
area, up to the 450-metre summit. There you are rewarded with a
breathtaking panorama of the Helgeland coast and the open sea.
Nearby is the Vega Via Ferrata, which includes the «Nepali Bridge»,
spanning the Vega Stairs.

Rødøyløva © Terje Rakke NordicLife/visithelgeland.com

THE STAIRS ON RØDØY ISLAND

Your ascent of the majestic Rødøyløva (443 m) promises to be
memorable! More than a thousand steps are required to reach
the top. Whether you start from the trailhead by the ferry quay at
Smiholmen, or from Klokkergården (the sexton’s residence), the
trail to the summit is clearly marked.
Rødøyløva offers a stunning panorama of thousands of islands, islets
and skerries. Far below you, at the foot of the sheer cliff, is a beautiful chalk-white beach. This summit hike is especially memorable
during the midnight sun!
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RECOMMENDED

nature
attractions

Helgeland is full of beautiful and dramatic natural attractions. You can walk HM Queen Sonja’s
Panoramic Hiking Trail, visit the bird guardians of the Vega UNESCO World Heritage Site,
and explore the hole that runs all the way through the mountain called Torghatten.
Most of the sights are easily accessibly, and many are a perfect family adventure.
Here’s a brief overview of Helgeland’s most popular sights, from south to north,
from inland valleys to windy islands.
More info at
visithelgeland.com/natural attractions.

THE ARCTIC CIRCLE / RANA
DE SYV SØSTRE MOUNTAIN RANGE / ALSTAHAUG
MOUNT TORGHATTEN / BRØNNØYSUND
LAKSFORSEN FALLS / GRANE
VEGA ARCHIPELAGO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
SVARTISEN GLACIER / RANA OG MELØY
MOUNT OKSTINDAN AND THE RABOTHYTTA CABIN / HEMNES
SETERGROTTA CAVE AND GRØNLIGROTTA CAVE / RANA
THE PUFFIN COLONY / LOVUND
MOUNT RØDØYLØVA / RØDØY
MOUNT DØNNAMANNEN / DØNNA
ØYFJELLGROTTA CAVE / MOSJØEN
MOUNT HESTMANNEN / LURØY
KIRKEHELLEREN (CATHEDRAL-SIZED NATURAL SHELTER) / TRÆNA
NORDFJORDEN / RØDØY
MARMORSLOTTET (THE MARBLE CASTLE) / RANA
MOUNT HEILHORNET / BINDAL
TROLLFJELL GEOPARK
24 430 ISLANDS, ISLETS AND SKERRIES

© Terje Rakke NordicLife/visithelgeland.com
visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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hiking
IN HELGELAND

Waterproof hiking boots are advised, as parts of the 3.2 km long trail
are a bit steep while other stretches can be quite wet. The trailhead is
at Vevelstad Museum. From the petroglyphs you can either return by
the same route, or follow the paved Fv111 road, which runs parallel
to the Vistnes Trail. NB! Dogs must be on a leash. Don’t litter.

ROUTE 4: THE SEVEN SISTERS AT ALSTAHAUG

While those who are looking for an extreme challenge may aspire to
ascend each of the Seven Sisters on the same day, most people are
content to climb one or two of the summits at a time. There is waymarking up to each top, as well as between them. To reach Botnkrona (1072 m) and Grytfoten (1019 m), drive 4 km southbound along
highway Fv17 from Sandnessjøen, take the turnoff at Breimo and
continue another 4 km to the parking lot. An additional one-kilometre walk along the same road takes you to the head of the trail to
Skjæringen (1037 m) and Tvillingene (The Twins: 945 and 980 m).
If you wish to climb Kvasstinden (1010 m) or Breitinden (910 m),
drive highway Fv17 southbound for 18 km to Søvikskaret, where
there is parking. A map showing all the trails to the Seven Sisters is
available at the Sandnessjøen Tourist Information Office.
Accommodation: Offersøy Camping or Sandnessjøen Camping.
Duration, seven-peak hike: 12–15 hours Distance: about 20 km
Level of difficulty: Very demanding

ROUTE 5: TOMSKJEVELEN AT TOMMA

To reach the head of the trail, take the ferry from Nesna to Tomma,
and from the quay drive 6 km until you reach the turnaround at Forsland. Park by the road.

Put on your boots and get ready for fantastic outdoor adventures in Helgeland!
This magnificent region offers great hiking, from relaxed strolls to excursions that will challenge
the most experienced outdoorsmen. Below are a few of our favourites. For additional suggestions,
please visit www.ut.no, www.turbok.org or www.visithelgeland.com
ROUTE 1: MOUNT HEILHORNET
– THE HEILHORN MASSIF

At 1058 metres, Heilhornet is the highest mountain in southern
Helgeland. At a moderate pace, the scenic summit hike takes
between six and seven hours. Hikers should be experienced and in
good physical shape. Sturdy footwear strongly recommended.
Heilhornet rises high above its neighbouring peaks, and its summit
rewards hikers with a breathtaking view. In clear weather, you can
see all the way into Sweden to the east, into Trøndelag county to the
south, as well as a myriad of islands along the Helgeland coast.
Parking / Start Point:
There is marked parking along Fv17, just 7 km north of the FV17/802
junction to Rørvik (Kjelleidet). If you are coming from the north,
from the Holm ferry quay you drive 17.8 km. Heilhornet can also be
reached from Bindalseidet.
Accommodation: See www.bindal.kommune.no/turistinformation
Duration: 6–7 hours Degree of difficulty: Fairly demanding
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ROUTE 2: MOUNT TORGHATTEN
NEAR BRØNNØYSUND

The renowned Mount Torghatten, pierced all the way through by a
distinctive hole, has to be seen to be believed! You might feel very
small, indeed,as you walk through the 160-metre long, 15–20 metre
wide and 35 metre tall hole – and you may marvel at the powerful
forces of nature that dug this tunnel. Follow the signs from Brønnøysund for 12 km to the trail’s starting point. There is also a worthwhile
trail that circles Torghatten.
Accommodation: See visithelgeland.com
Duration: About 30 minutes Level of difficulty: Relatively easy,
but the ascent is steep.

ROUTE 3: THE VISTNES TRAIL IN VEVELSTAD

The Vistnes Trail in Vevelstad is very accessible and perfect for a
family walk. The trail features beautiful coastal scenery, an attractive
cultural landscape, an area of prehistoric settlements, and 5000 year
old petroglyphs. Along the path are several information boards. A
nice swimming area and many beautiful vistas tempt you to take
good breaks.

The ascent of Tomskjevelen (922 m) is steep and demanding, and
hikers must be in good shape. Although unmarked, the trail is pretty
good. The first part is a beautiful path with stairs that climb through
the boulder field, up to Forslandsvatnet, a lake that is a great place
for a rest. The trail fades here, but just continue towards the ridge;
after 500 metres you’re back on the trail. Follow it all the way up to
the summit. To the north is a sheer drop, so the final stretch of this
hike is not advisable for people with a severe fear of heights.
The summit rewards you with a breathtaking panorama of the
Helgeland coast, its many islands including Lovund, Træna and
Dønna, the mountain range called De syv søstre (The Seven Sisters),
as well as other legendary mountains.

HELP US PRESERVE
HELGELAND’S NATURAL
TREASURES
1. Never leave your rubbish behind. If you brought
something, be sure to take it back with you
2. Don’t light a fire when it’s dry and windy. Campfires
are forbidden between 15 May and 15 September.
3. Avoid disturbing the birdlife. Removing eggs from
nests is strictly forbidden.
4. Be considerate of cultural monuments,
and don’t harm plants or trees.
5. Respect private property. You may pitch a tent
in outfields, but stay at least 150 metres away
from houses and cabins that are in use.
6. Motorised vehicles are forbidden in the
wilderness and outfields.
7. You may pick berries, mushrooms and ordinary
plants for your own use.
8. Fishing or hunting requires that you buy a license.
9. Never release fish caught from one stream
into another.
10. Dogs must be kept on a leash.

© Terje Rakke NordicLife/IN

Accommodation: See visithelgeland.com
Duration: 5–6 hours round trip
Level of difficulty: Demanding

ROUTE 6: LOVUNDFJELLET

At 623 metres, Lovundfjellet towers above the island of Lovund. To
reach the island, take the ferry from Stokkvågen, or the express boat
from Sandnessjøen.
Your ascent of Lovundfjellet is a demanding route that should only
be undertaken in good dry weather, and you must be in reasonably
good shape.
There are several routes up the mountain, but the most popular is the
T-marked trail from the centre of the island. Be sure to wear sturdy
hiking boots, bring food and plenty of water, and extra clothing in
case the weather changes. From the summit you can enjoy an incredible view of the entire Helgeland coast.
Accommodation: Lovund Hotel (and rorbu cabins)
Duration: 3.5 hours round trip
Level of difficulty: Demanding
visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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Rabothytta © Fabrice Milochau/Hemnes kommune

ROUTE 7: RØDØYLØVA

Accommodation: See rodoy.kommune.no
Duration: About 2 hours Level of difficulty: Somewhat demanding

exit toward Korgen and drive 13 km into the valley of Leirskardalen,
continuing 5 km on the steep and narrow gravel road. From the
parking lot (650 m) follow the 5 km marked trail past Steinbua to
Rabothytta. The terrain is somewhat demanding. Longer hike (3–4
hours): Follow highway E12, exit at Umbukta and drive to Umskaret,
following the gravel road for 40 km until you reach Kjensvasshytta cabin. Continue on foot, following the marked trail for 10 km.
NB Use caution when crossing the glacial river (there is no bridge)!
Kjensvasshytta is also an ideal base for hikes to Oksskolten
(1916 m), the highest mountain in Northern Norway.

ROUTE 8: FROM TESPDALEN
TO SALTFJELLSTUA CABIN

More information at https://htf.dnt.no.
Period: June – September Level of difficulty: Moderate

The island of Rødøy, in the northern part of the Helgeland coast, has
a famous rock formation that resembles a lion. The top of Rødøyløva
(443 m) offers an incredible view that spans from the jagged Lofoten
Islands to the north, to the Vega archipelago to the south. Start your
hike to the summit from the ferry quay at Smiholmen or from Klokkergården and follow the good path.

Tespdalen is a beautiful valley in Saltfjellet-Svartisen, which is one
of Norway’s most varied National Parks. Your starting point is Storvoll School, about 27 km north of Storforshei. Cross the bridge over
the Ranelva river, then turn left, following the trail up the valley
along the eastern side of the Tespa river, until you reach Tespvatnet
lake. The trail continues over the Lappflytterskardet pass and then
down the hillside to Krukkistua cabin. If you wish, you can follow
the marked trail northwards, past Steinstua cabin to Saltfjellstua, a
cabin situated at 610 m. The cabins are operated by Rana Turistforening.
Accommodation: See visithelgeland.com
Duration: 8–10 hours Distance: 26–27 km each way
Level of difficulty: Demanding

ROUTE 9: OKSTINDAN AND RABOTHYTTA CABIN

DNT cabin no. 500, Rabothytta, is dramatically situated at 1200 metres on the very edge of the Okstindbreen glacier, in the Okstindan
mountain range. Short hike (1.5–2 hours): From highway E6, take the
Nordfjorden i Rødøy © Stefan Barth

ROUTE 10: ALONG THE NORDLAND ROUTE

The Nordland Route is a 570 kilometre long trail through the full
length of Nordland county. We suggest you start at Umbukta mountain lodge near highway E12 in Rana, and hike to Tverelvnes in
Garsmark in Hattfjelldal. This route heads in a southwesterly direction, passing between Akersvatnet lake and Øver-Uman, to Austre
Kjensvatn lake and Kjensvasshytta cabin.
Your hike continues eastward, to the north of Okstindan, to Gressvasshytta cabin. Then follow the hillside to the east of Spjeltfjelldalen Nature Reservation. Stekvasselv Farm, situated 2 km west
of Granheim, offers accommodation and meals (with prior reservations). From Nord-Røssvatn lake, the trail passes across Tjetterskardet, descending to the municipal road 2 km east of Sivertgården
Farm. Between Krutvatn and Garsmark the trail passes through
gentle terrain, past lakes that teem with fish.
Duration: 5–6 days Level of difficulty: Relatively easy

FLY & HIKE HELGELAND
Fly to a local airport – and hike the magnificent wilderness
of Helgeland. Widerøe Airlines offers flights to Brønnøysund, Sandnessjøen, Mosjøen and Mo i Rana. From these
airports, great hiking trails are only a short drive away. In
Brønnøysund, visit Torghatten (the mountain with a hole
in it), climb one of the Seven Sisters in Sandnessjøen, Øyfjellet in Mosjøen or Okstindan in Hemnes.
For a wealth of other hiking suggestions,
please visithelgeland.com/vandring
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© RiverNorth

the national parks
IN HELGELAND

Mariann Sæther, a world champion river kayaker,
recommends the Lomsdal-Visten National Park
for both kayaking and hiking.

SALTFJELLET – SVARTISEN NATIONAL PARK

The pristine wilderness and varied landscapes of Saltfjellet-Svartisen
National Park offer a paradise for the eager adventurer. Svartisen, the
second largest glacier on mainland Norway, covers a fifth of the national
park. On your hikes, you may discover some of the many Sámi cultural
monuments. The national park has an extensive network of marked
trails, including one that follows the old telegraph line between Rana
and Saltdal. Along the trails are a number unmanned cabins and selfservice mountain huts. Anglers will find excellent fishing opportunities
for trout and char in the mountain lakes of Saltfjellet. Maps and hiking
suggestions are available at the Tourist Information Office in Mo i Rana.

Maps of the national park may be purchased at the Tourist Information

Office in Mosjøen.

LOMSDAL–VISTEN NATIONAL PARK
NJAARKEN VAARJELIMMIEDAJVE

Lomsdal-Visten National Park is an incredibly varied wilderness,
ranging from fjords to vast forests and towering mountains. While there
are some trails at the outskirts of the national park, you will have to find
your own way in the high-mountain terrain. There are some mountain
huts, but in most areas you will need your own tent. The national park
covers parts of four municipalities: Vefsn, Grane, Brønnøy and Vevelstad. Map and compass are an absolute must in Lomsdal-Visten National
Park. More information at www.lomsdalvisten.no

BØRGEFJELL/BYRKIJEN VAARJELIMMIEDAJVE

Børgefjell National Park is a magnificent mountain wilderness, covering 1447 km2. The west is dominated by tall mountains, deep valleys
and numerous lakes. In the shadowy lower reaches, you may encounter
patches of snow and ice that never melt. The dramatic southern areas
have raging rivers and waterfalls, whereas the gently eastern tracts are
dominated by rounded mountains and heathlands. The highest mountain is Kvigtind, 1699 m. Be sure to bring warm clothes and raingear,
and proper equipment to face changeable weather conditions. Although
much of the terrain is easily accessible, especially the valleys, you will
not find the huts or lodges, marked trails or bridges you may be accustomed to in less remote national parks. Experience and a good map and
compass are absolutely crucial!

Explore the wilderness
lomsdalvisten.no

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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On the way to Træna island © Thomasz Furmanek

TIPS AND INFO TO KAYAKERS
Helgeland is an incredible area for kayaking, but please keep in mind
that the weather can change suddenly and the sea become very dangerous. Never go kayaking without proper training! Essential equipment includes an adjustable light-weight paddle, wetsuit, life-jacket,
spray-cover, water pump, and waterproof equipment bags.
• Plan each stage of your journey before you start.
• Book your accommodation well in advance, especially in July.

© Støtt Brygge

• You can pitch a tent almost anywhere, but please respect people’s
privacy. Keep at least 150 metres distance from houses or cabins.

ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS

• During the nesting season, it is strictly prohibited to go ashore
on some islands.

ADVENTURE VEGA / VEGA
Join us for a journey through a magnificent landscape. Learn about the unique culture and traditions
of the Vega islands. Meet the islanders and enjoy
local food. Go on outdoor adventures that are safe
and sustainable: mountain hikes, kayaking, fishing,
RIB sea-rafting trips, and a guided sea-eagle safari.
All necessary equipment provided. +47 959 73 616
adventurevega | post@adventurevega.no

• Plan your food purchases. Many stores close early and on Sundays.
• You will find timetables for buses, trains, ferries and express boats
at reisnordland.no
• You can bring your kayak on ferries and express boats.
C23

HELGELAND KAJAKK / NESNA
On the fabulous island of Tomma near Nesna,
Helgeland Kajakk rents out sea kayaks with complete
equipment. Guided trips for beginners as well as experienced kayakers. Kayaking courses offered, which earn
participants the “våtkort” certification of the Norwegian
Canoe & Kayaking Association (NPF). Get in touch
with great experiences in beautiful nature!
helgelandkajakk@gmail.com
+ 47 951 73 987 | helgelandkajakk.no

• Check the weather forecasts, tide tables and local currents,
and express boat timetables before your excursion.
• Bring warm clothes, and always have an extra set of clothes. It will
often get colder than you think. Bring warm gloves – your fingers
are very exposed.
• Bring food, water and a hot beverage. Chocolate is a great energiser!
H16

island-hopping
BY KAYAK
The Helgeland coast, with its tens of thousands of islands, islets and reefs, is considered one of
Norway’s premier regions for sea kayaking. We invite you to explore narrow fjords, majestic
mountains and the countless islands offshore. Find your own sheltered inlet, walk a beach
washed by clean seas, spend a night in a traditional cabin by the sea, and restore your
strength eating delicious traditional fare – let it all be part of your adventure!
Here are some suggested kayaking excursions. For additional
recommendations, please contact one of the Tourist Information
Offices in Helgeland, see page 67.

1. NESNAØYENE

The Nesna islands, which comprise Tomma, Hugla and Handnesøya,
are a kayaking paradise. There are ferries and boat services between
the islands. Experienced sea kayakers may consider making the
crossing from Nesna. The waters around Tomma are especially well
suited for kayaking adventures. Here you’ll find beautiful beaches,
good campsites and plenty of fresh water.
Description Tomma:
Take the ferry from Nesna to Tomma. About 10 km from the ferry
quay is Tomsvika, a cove sheltered by many islets. The area offers
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a great kayaking experience for beginners, and is also a fine point
of departure for longer excursions to Sleneset and Lovund. There is
plenty of parking; kayak rental is available, and you can sign up for
guided excursions. We recommend a kayak journey between Lille
and Store Hjartøya, and from there you can continue up the western
shore of Tomma to Finnvika. Be mindful that you are quite exposed
to the sea as you round the southwestern point of the island. Whatever destination and route you choose, the beautiful shoreline offers
fine places to take a break.
If you brought your own kayak, or have rented one at Nesna, you can
start kayaking immediately upon arrival – right from the ferry quay.
Set a southerly course along Alsøya and then turn west towards
Husby and Tomsvika.

• Life-jackets are absolutely vital! A dry suit offers extra protection.
• Use reflectors, lights and bright colours to ensure that you’re easily
visible from ships.

HAV OG FRITID / NESNA
Fully equipped sea kayak rentals.
Courses and instruction. Kayak excursion
for beginners as well as advanced kayakers.
Pre-planned or tailored tours offered up and
down the Helgeland coast.
+47 915 94 340 | havogfritid.no
Nordvollvegen 7, 8700 Nesna

• Make sure your chosen challenge fits your expertise.
Always make sure that in case of accident you can escape your
kayak and swim ashore.

• Your equipment and first aid kit should include gaffer tape, map and
compass, several metres of strong rope, a multi-tool with knife,
and bandages and other equipment for treating wounds.

I16

2. OFFERSØY AND TJØTTA

The area is sheltered and easy to access. Situated along the Coastal
Highway (FV17), these places are ideal starting points for longer
kayak expeditions along the Helgeland coast.
Description:
Park by the bridge that connects Offersøy and Tjøtta, where you can
easily launch your kayak. The eastern shore is usually sheltered, and
you may enjoy excursions over to Rødøya or Bærøya, or explore the
Vefsnfjord. If you stay to the left of the bridge, you pass the fjord
and can head toward Hestøy og Blomsøy; there you will find many
large and small islands, and waters that are great for beginners.

• A tow-line and an extra paddle will help you get home safely in case
of an accident.

kayaking toward Nes on Vega; although most of this six-hour journey is in sheltered waters, you must be prepared for stretches of open
sea, which can be challenging. Accommodation in a charming rorbu
(book in advance), or pitch a tent. Allow plenty of time for the return
journey to Igerøy, perhaps spending a night on one of the islands en
route. Alternatively hire land-based transport from Nes to Igerøy.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

Herøy, Lovund, Sleneset, Lurøy, Rødøy, Støtt and more are also
excellent for kayaking. And in the interior of Helgeland, you can
enjoy great rafting on the Susna, Eiteråga, Fiplingsdalselva and
other rivers.

3. VEGA

The Vega archipelago, a UNESCO World Heritage Area situated in the southern reaches of Helgeland, offers many kayaking
adventures. You can even head for the same destination one day after
the other, by a new route. Should you yearn for a more challenging
adventure, the open sea is never far away.
Description Igerøy – Søla – Nes:
Take the ferry from Horn near Brønnøysund to Igerøy on Vega. You
can park your car on the quay and launch your kayak there. Follow
the shore through the narrow sounds, enjoying the dramatic surroundings. After a few hours you’ll reach Søla, an uninhabited island
12 nautical miles west of Vega, which is part of the Hysvær/Søla
Nature Reserve. Be extra careful if you light a fire. Continue your

© Hans Petter Sørensen, www.faroutfocus.no
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© Erlend Haarberg

Storelva / Tosbotn © Fabrice Milochau

fishing
adventures

IN HELGELAND

Helgeland is probably best known for its sea
fishing, but inland are rivers and lakes that
will impress even the most spoiled angler.
Try your luck in secluded rivers, or in lakes
where the only sound to be heard is the wind
gently rustling the trees. And don’t be
astonished when your dream of the big one
comes true – for we have large fish aplenty!

FRESHWATER FISHING

From Børgefjell National Park and the tracts of Børgefjellet to the
south, to Saltfjellet-Svartisen National Park in the north, Helgeland
offers many opportunities for great freshwater fishing. Eager anglers
may choose between secluded woodland ponds, crystal-clear rivers,
large lakes, and tarns high above the tree line.
Børgefjell National Park has many streams, rivers and lakes. Trout
abound in just about all of them. The large, tasty trout here is renowned – this is paradise for anglers.
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Camping with a magnificent fjord panorama.
Cabins, campers, caravans and tents.
Fishing, hiking and bicycling.
Laundry facilities.
+47 997 28 301
kvitneset.no | re-eilif@online.no
I19

OFFERSØY CAMPING / ALSTAHAUG

Norway’s second largest lake, Røssvatnet, spanning Hattfjelldal
and Hemnes municipalities, offers excellent fishing for char. Good
fish-ing can also be found in Hattfjelldal’s other 1600 lakes; inquire
at the Tourist Information Office. Some of the best fishing lakes of
Lomsdal-Visten National Park are in Grane municipality: Elgviddevatnet, Jordbruvatnet and Gåsvatnet, to name but a few.
Lomsdal–Visten spans municipalities: Grane, Brønnøy, Vevelstad
and Vefsn – and throughout the national park you will find excellent
fishing spots. A map of Lomsdal-Visten National Park is available
for purchase at the Tourist Information Office in Mosjøen or Brønnøysund.

VANDVEFERIE STORSKJÆRET
DØNNA

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

The Vefsna river is renowned for its excellent salmon fishing.
The river stretches for 160 km through the rural municipalities of
Hattfjelldal, Grane and Vefsn. The Fusta river also offers trout and
char fishing. In Hemnes, the trout and salmon of the Røssåga river
are sure to tempt visiting anglers. We can also recommend salmon
fishing in the Susna river in Hattfjelldal.

KVITNESET CAMPING / LEIRFJORD

Facility for campers, caravans and tents.
Cabins with full bathroom, kitchen and terrace with
ocean views. Manned reception and fishing boat
rental. A great base for mountain walks, island
hopping and cultural experiences.

Farther north along highway E6 in Rana, and towards the Swedish
border, are numerous lakes that offer good fishing, for instance beyond Raudvatnet. Umskartjønna tarn is accessible for fishing by
wheelchair users. The scenic Saltfjellet-Svartisen National Park has
great fishing for trout and char in many lakes. Please contact the
Tourist Information Office in Mo i Rana for maps and detailed information.

SALMON AND TROUT

ACCOMMODATION

+47 483 44 641 / +47 917 05 564
kystferie.no | booking@kystferie.no

F20

Also in the river Åbjøravassdraget in Bindal you may fish for
salmon and trout. Plathe’s Properties is known for offering fishing
adventures in magnificent wilderness well off the beaten path.
More information on www.korgen-camping.no, www.vefsna.com
and www.plahte.no.

SEA FISHING

Helgeland is the Land of the Arctic Circle. From mid-May to early
August, the region enjoys daylight around the clock. The sea is
usually more calm at night – so that’s the perfect time to go deep
sea fishing!

Enjoy tranquillity and great fishing at Vandve.
Stay in our annex or a fisherman’s cabin in idyllic
surroundings. Four 19-foot Kværnø fishing boats,
equipped with 60-hp Honda engine and sonar with
7-inch display, available for rent. Book your holiday
at vandveferie.no
j-haus@online.no | +47 996 46 731

facebook.com/visithelgeland

Fishing licenses may be purchased online at www.inatur.no, or with
the app GoMap. For detailed information on salmon fishing, please
visit www.lakseelver.no.

E17

Visit_helgeland

A large catch is surprisingly common, so make sure you don’t haul
up more fish than you can eat. The most common fish species caught
are cod, saithe, redfish, haddock, pollack, wolffish and halibut.
The great fishing spots are far too numerous to list. Worth special
mention is the cost immediately south of the town of Sandnessjøen,
which is always teeming with cod, saithe, haddock, herring, wolffish
and flounder. The waters next to Sundøybrua bridge in Leirfjord is
great for catching cod and saithe. By the outlet of the Leirelva and
Ranelva rivers, you might have excellent luck trawling for salmon,
sea-trout and char.
Bindal is known for fine sea-trout fishing. The Velfjord in Brønnøy,
its seven fjord arms, and the Tosenfjord are ideal for deep-sea fishing.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Before you fish for salmon in the rivers, you pay your fishing fee and
disinfect your fishing gear. For further information and the dates for
various fishing seasons, please visit www.inatur.no, www.dirnat.no
or www.statskog.no. Fishing and hunting maps for Helgeland may
be purchased at any Tourist Information Office in our region.

And there are many great fishing spots, whether you are fishing from
the shore, or from a boat amidst the islands. Commercial trawlers
shy away from the fjords because they have such variable depth
– meaning recreational fishermen have the fjords almost to themselves. Everyone is welcome to freely fish the sea with a rod or handheld fishing gear.

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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INTENSE
ADVENTURES!

Svartisen glacier / Rana © Simon Fossheim

Do you yearn for adventure – to speed across
the waves, or to soar high? Then Helgeland is
just the place for you!
Starting at a height of 70 metres, you can soar 700 metres across the
Vefsna river on the zip-line. Or how about a climb up the Via Ferrata
in Mosjøen or on Vega? These two climbs are great fun, and just
have to be experienced!
Join a RIB tour adventure on the scenic Helgeland coast, or go
rafting through foaming river rapids! Consider a cave adventure in
Øyfjellgrotta near Mosjøen or in Setergrotta in Rana.
Are you eager for a tougher challenge? Take a glacier trek on Svartisen
or Okstindbreen with an experienced local guide!
And we have the mountain wilderness, and summits that reward
your climb with a breath-taking panorama!
For more information about the opportunities for great adventures,
please see visithelgeland.com
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Join us for a memorable
safari in the archipelago

SELØY KYSTFERIE
MANY HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL DESTINATIONS
SEA-EAGLE GUARANTEE FOR THE OUTER ISLANDS

Aldersund / Lurøy © Emil Sollie

RAFTING IN AUSTERVEFSNA / GRANE
The whitewater rafting on the Austervefsna is among
the best in all Europe! You can chose between a halfday trip, a full-day trip with lunch, and an exciting
overnight rafting. We also offer family rafting for
families with children age 6-14, and kayak lessons
on the river for all levels.
Rivernorth.no | mail@rivernorth.no

K25

SETERGROTTA CAVE / RANA
Experience one of the most impressive caves in
Norway! Take the guided tour, equipped with
helmet and headlamp – see the enormous mountain
halls, narrow marble passages and the subterranean
river. Situated 22 km north of Mo I Rana, exit from
highway E6.
+47 959 74 497 | setergrotta.no

014

Via Ferrata in Mosjøen © visithelgeland.com

Safaris and group tours
throughout Helgeland, year round!
Daily trips to historic Sandsundvær,
throughout the summer!
From Seløy nok 900,From Sandnessjøen nok 1150,For booking, please call or text: +47 473 66 087
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Winter adventures

Ronsfjellet Mountain / Meløy © Simon Fossheim

© Hans Petter Sørensen

and cross-country trails. There is even a biathlon arena. Food and
refreshments are served in Skillevollen Kro. The ski lodge offers
ski rental equipment for young and old. For more info, please visit
Skillevollen Alpinsenter on Facebook.

SNOW-SHOEING

Snow-shoeing is simple and enjoyable. For many travellers it’s an
exotic way to experience the wilderness. No special skills or prior
knowledge are required, making this a perfect activity for young and
old.

© Erlend Haarberg

VITAL INFORMATION

In northern Norway, the weather can change suddenly, so even for
short ski trips it is vital that you be properly clothed and equipped.
We recommend that you wear layers of clothing, with a layer of
wool or thermal underwear next to the skin, woollen socks, windproof jacket and trousers, a warm cap, gloves or mittens, and warm
winter boots. Your rucksack should contain a map and compass,
extra clothing, and food and beverage.

SNOWMOBILING

It’s great fun to speed through the open fields, forested hills and
across mountains. Helgeland has miles and miles of trails, and with
a snowmobile you can reach places you might otherwise never get to
explore. Make sure you stop occasionally to savour the view. Also,
please be mindful of where you can and cannot ride a snowmobile.

MAGIC OF THE NORTHERN LIGHTS

Winters are beautiful in Helgeland. Imagine cross-country skiing through a pristine wilderness,
with a snack and a thermos of hot chocolate in your rucksack. On a mountaintop you can stop
to savour the view and enjoy sausages grilled on the fire. Or maybe your prefer testing your
luck ice fishing, patiently waiting for the tell-tale tug on your line.
RANDONNÉE

Do you like speeding down the slopes, and don’t mind the uphill
climbs? Then randonnée skiing is perfect for you! Randonnée is the
French word for «long walk or journey» – and Helgeland’s pristine
backcountry is ideal for your randonnée skiing. In addition to good
stamina and a yearning for adventure, you will need proper equipment.

DOG-SLEIGHING

There is nothing quite like rushing through the snow-covered
countryside in a sleigh pulled by eager dogs. This is a true wilderness adventure, far from the city’s hustle and bustle. If you opt for
an evening ride, you may be lucky enough to see a magical display
of the Northern Lights!

DOWNHILL AND CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

Helgeland may lack major ski resorts, but the facilities we do have
provide great fun for young and old. Here are the two largest ones:
Kjemsåsen alpinanlegg outside Mosjøen is Helgeland’s largest,
with three ski lifts and 6 km of cross-country trails through varied
terrain. The longest slope is 2.2 km with a 270 m descent. There is
a children’s ski slope, a special family-friendly trail, as well as a
snowboarding park. Free rental of ski equipment, free parking, and
a café. For further information, please visit Kjemsåsen alpinanlegg
on Facebook.
Skillevollen Alpinsenter is situated near the town of Mo i Rana.
Facilities include ski jumps, children’s slopes, an ice-skating rink

Ribbons of fluttering light, sweeping bands that are electric green
tinged with pink. And then, perhaps, rays of light suddenly shoot
across the sky in all directions – green and violet, white and pink!
Northern Norway is one of the best places in the world to see the
Northern Lights. In Helgeland, between 21 September and 21 March
21, it is pitch black after 6 pm. On clear nights, the odds are high that
you will be able to witness the dance of the Northern Lights!

FESTIVALS AND CONCERTS

After a day of wintry fun, you can relax with refreshments and a hot
meal in one of Helgeland’s many restaurants – and then perhaps an
evening concert or an art exhibit. Even in winter, there is so much
on our calendar. For instance, each January we host a contemporary
music festival, and in February there’s the Sjøgata Live music
festival in Mosjøen, the Winter Light Festival, and the popular «Take
Træna by storm». There is even a knitting festival in March, and in
April there are concerts and skiing competitions. In December, be
sure to seek out the Christmas markets and other holiday events that
are held throughout Helgeland.

HATTFJELLDAL SNOWMOBILE HOTEL

&

MOSJØEN SNOWMOBILE RENTAL

Rent a snowmobile. Use our hotel as a base for
exploring the 360 km of snowmobile trails in
Hattfjelldal. Explore on your own – or ask us about
our comprehensive holiday package.
Enjoy the stunning view from our simple self-catered
hotel. Order the meals you want in advance
or cook your own.

Bestellung: scooterutleie@olsrud.no

HATTFJELLDAL SNOWMOBILE HOTEL & MOSJØEN SNOWMOBILE RE

Rent a snowmobile. Use our hotel as a base for explor
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Enjoy the stunning view from our simple self-catered

ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS

Sjøgata, Mosjøen © Cindy-Lou Dale

UTVÆRET LÅNAN / VEGA
Would you like learn more about the eider ducks and
meet the bird guardians of Lånan? Please email us
at info@lanan.no or call us at tel. +47 452 72 654.
Also feel free to visit our website and online store
at lanan.no. You can also follow us on Facebook:
utvaeret.lanan. In May and June, we’ll post fresh
photos and updated info on the eider ducks.
C20

© Scanpix

LÅNAN – REALM OF
THE EIDER DUCK
The island of Lånan is the largest eider duck-
nesting area in the Vega UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Since 2006, Hildegunn Nordum has been a
proud Bird Guardian and its Daily Manager.

cultural ADVENTURES
We invite you to experience the thriving culture and fascinating
history of the four coastal towns of Helgeland. Immerse yourself
in stories about the Viking chieftain. Learn about the eider ducks
and their guardians of the Vega islands, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Explore Artscape Nordland, whose varied sculptures are
displayed in beautiful natural settings throughout our county. Visit
fishing villages and old trading posts, walk through historic neighbourhoods in our coastal towns. See Viking burial mounds and
ancient petroglyphs. Visit the Petter Dass Chapel and learn more
about the 17th-century poet-priest whose name it carries. And regard-

Come, see, listen, open your senses and enrich yourself!
ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS
NORSK HAVBRUKSSENTER
BRØNNØYSUND

ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS
SJØGATA
– THE HISTORIC TOWN CENTRE

PETTER DASS-MUSEET
ALSTAHAUG

Sjøgata (Shore Street) is the oldest part of Mosjøen,
with well-kept 19th-century wooden houses. This
fascinating neighbourhood has many galleries and
shops, cafés and restaurants, inns, boathouses and
guest harbours.

At historic Alstahaug, Petter Dass Museum
celebrates the renowned 17th-century poet and vicar
Petter Dass (1647–1707). Fascinating architecture
and a rewarding cultural experience in scenic
surroundings. Open year-round.
petter.dass@helgelandmuseum.no
+47 75 11 01 50 | petterdass.no

post@visithelgeland.com
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GALLERI STOKLAND / MOSJØEN

Sjøgato 25, Mosjøen.
kirstistokland.no,
Galleri Stokland

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

© Designalkymisten
Simen Trælnes D25
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BEST COASTAL ADVENTURES IN
HELGELAND / HERØY

Welcome to our charming gallery in the historic part
of Mosjøen. The house is filled with colourful local
artworks and handicrafts: paintings, graphics, glass
and ceramic works, textiles and knitwear.
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less of what time of year you visit, you can enrich your holiday with
great concerts and lively festivals.

Experience fish farming at close quarters! The
visitors’ centre at Toft also has an aquarium, indoor
exhibitions on aquaculture and local history, and
offers guided tours of the facilities. Restaurant with
a menu featuring seafood. Souvenir shop.
Accommodation. Open year round.
+47 75 57 75 00 | havbrukssenter.no

© Terje Rakke
NordicLife/visithelgeland

What is special about Lånan? Here we live in harmony with the
wildlife and the natural world that surrounds us. At Lånan, the eider ducks rule. It gives me a deep tranquillity to know that we are
honouring and safeguarding these visiting birds, just as generations
of our ancestors have done.

J21

Join us for a RIB sea-rafting safari amongst the
scenic islands of Helgeland, which is rich in wildlife. Sea eagles are guaranteed. We enrich your trip
with colourful stories from local fishermen. We also
offer combined tours that include mountain hikes on
the islands. +47 473 66 087 / +47 993 40 557
Seløy Kystferie | kristian@seloykystferie.no

E18

Being a Bird Guardian sounds very special. What exactly is your
job? I don’t live here year round. Just after Easter every year, my
husband Erik and I head north and spend four months on this beautiful island. Before the migrating ducks arrive, the bird guardians
must prepare their nesting huts. Every year between 600 and 900
birds visit the island of Lånan. We’re in close contact. It’s exciting
to check the nesting huts each morning to see if there are new hatchlings. Naturally we are scared that predators will steal the eggs or
attack the brooding ducks. So every day we walk our rounds, and
sometimes the bird guardians keep watch all night as well.
What do you do with the down? When the young ducks have left
the nest, we gather the down and dry it, then carefully clean it. Eventually the eider duck down, which is considered to be the finest in
the world, is used in duvets and pillows, for special mittens and luxurious slippers.
What do you offer visitors? And what is the best way to get to
Lånan? In June, we bird guardians offer eider duck safaris. Visitors
get to see the nesting huts and the brooding ducks. You are also invited to share a meal with a bird guardian at home. We welcome small
and large groups.
Once the eider hatchlings have left their nests, you can visit us by
boat. There are shuttle boat services to Lånan. We’ll gladly give
visitors a guided tour of the island and the colony of nesting huts,
tell you about our work and the venerable traditions of Vega’s bird
guardians. We also have a museum with a great photo exhibition
where we can receive larger groups. In the meantime, we invite you
to visit our website, lanan.no, where you will find our programme
for the 2021 season. Tours can be booked online at
www.visithelgeland.com.

ARTSCAPE
NORDLAND
This fascinating art project comprises
36 sculptures by 36 artists, each of which
is displayed in a different municipality,
including eleven municipalities in
Helgeland. Artists from all over the
world were invited to create these
sculptures, which have been permanently
installed at selected locations throughout
the beautiful and varied landscape
of Nordland County.
«HAIKU BATHTUB» / SØMNA
«STEINAR THE MONKFISH» / BRØNNØYSUND
«A NEW CONVERSATION» / VEGA
«OPUS FOR HEAVEN AND EARTH» / VEVELSTAD
«HOUSE OF WINDS» / ALSTAHAUG
«WHILE YOU WEIGHT 1976–2009» / DØNNA
«THE INNER FOLLOWS THE OUTER» / RØDØY
«A PROSE, A SONG, A POEM LOOK YONDER» / TRÆNA
«AROUND» / LEIRFJORD
«THE ELF CASTLE» / HATTFJELLDAL
«THREE FLAMES» / MOSJØEN
«THE OCEAN MAN» / MO I RANA
Read more about the works of art at www.skulpturlandskap.no.
The website also describes the other 24 artworks that are
part of Artscape Nordland.
«The ocean man» / Rana © CH/Helgeland Reiseliv
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Legend of the

Hestmannen / Lurøy © Simon Fossheim

HELGELAND MOUNTAINS
According to legend, it was the Horseman’s arrow that pierced a hole through Torghatten.
It is a fine story that bears retelling.

Search for footprints
and make your own.
Visit Grønsvik coastal fortress
or any other of our 18 museums
in Helgeland
www.helgelandmuseum.no

In the far north, the Old Man of Våga (Vågakallen) and the Sulis
King (Suliskongen) sat staring furiously at each other across the
Vestfjord, each on their throne, the Old Man on Austvågøy in the
Lofoten archipelago and the King in Sulitjelma on the mainland.
Often they would quarrel about whose kingdom was greater. The
agreed only about the unruly youth, who then as now only seemed
to care for fun and games and were deaf to their parents’ advice.
The Sulis King had seven daughters, and he never could get them
to obey him. One day he decided it best to send them off to the
island of Landegode, asking the wise Maiden of Leka to be their
governess. The king hoped she could knock some sense into the
Seven Sisters and make them into proper young ladies.
Likewise the Old Man was driven to despair by his son, the Horseman (Hestmannen), who was full of mischief and had become
intolerable. The Horseman moved out so he could follow his own
passions and not have to listen to his nagging father.
One evening, the Horseman saw the Seven Sisters and the Maiden
of Leka bathing in the sea near Landegode. The frolicking sisters
were alluring, but it was the beautiful Maiden who sparked the
Horseman’s deep desire. Wild with passion, he yearned to carry
her off into the night. Throwing his cloak over his shoulders, he
mounted his horse and raced south. The Sulis King woke up and
went down to the shore to see what all the commotion was about.
The Maiden and the Seven Sisters fled when they saw the Horseman coming. Knowing the Horseman was coming for her, the
Maiden of Leka led the frenzied flight down the Helgeland coast.

The sisters thought it an exciting game, and couldn’t resist the
temptation to slow down and play, even shedding their robes to
distract the handsome Horseman. But he had eyes only for the
Maiden.
When the Horseman realized that he never could reach the Maiden, he drew his mighty bow in rage and sent an arrow speeding
towards her. The Sulis King had been watching the drama closely.
The moment the arrow left the bow-string, the king cast his hat
into the air, deflecting the arrow and saving the Maiden’s life. She
fled to safety across the border into North Trøndelag, where exhausted she threw herself on the ground at Leka. The pierced hat
fell into the sea near Torgar.
Spring nights are short in Helgeland. In the midst of the chase
all had forgotten about the rising sun. With the sun’s first rays all
were turned to stone.
And that is why the sisters’ robes, shed in flight, hang on the island
of Dønnesøya. The Seven Sisters, as beautiful now as they were
then, still stand between Sandnes and Alstahaug. The pierced hat
– Torghatten – can be seen in the sea west of Brønnøysund town.
The arrow itself lies on a skerry in the waters far beyond. The
Maiden lies on Leka where she threw herself to the ground. The
Horseman is frozen to stone farther north, while the Sulis King’s
empty throne can be glimpsed between the Børvasstindene mountains. The Old Man of Våga, however, still sits on his throne
where he always sat, high amongst the jagged peaks of the Lofoten Islands, peering out over his realm, and across the Vestfjord
towards the magnificent Helgeland.

SUGGESTED ROUTES
THROUGH HELGELAND

© Guro Larsen Brown

TIPS FOR
FAMILIES

The next few pages present some of our suggestions for exploring
Helgeland by car. Each itinerary is distinctive and highlights a different
aspect of our history. Whether inland or along the coast, your journey will
take you through a beautiful and dramatic landscape. Our suggestions
mention attractions and highlights, and some of the many opportunities
for adventure. So please lean back, enjoy the magnificent scenery,
and savour each moment of your holiday journey!

A family holiday should be relaxing, as well
as fun and adventurous. Here are some tips to
make sure your whole family will be satisfied.
For additional suggestions, please see
visithelgeland.com or contact us at
post@visithelgeland.com.
ISLAND-HOPPING BY BICYCLE

The islands and coast of Helgeland are perfect for cycling holidays.
In the summer, when you have daylight around the clock, young and
old have the opportunity to really savour the scenic tranquillity.

EXPLORING CAVES

Helgeland has three exciting caves that beckon to be explored – perfect for all but the youngest kids. Grønligrotta and Setergrotta in Mo
i Rana are both easily accessible, while Øyfjellgrotten in Mosjøen
requires a bit of planning.

Vega © Terje Rakke NordicLife/visithelgeland.com

VISIT THE EIDER DUCKS ELI AND EMRIK

On Lånan, in the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the Vega islands,
you can meet Eli and Emrik and many other eider ducks. You can
join a boat trip to the islands where the eider ducks nest, and visit the
beautiful new UNESCO World Heritage Centre on Vega.

ENCHANTED MOUNTAINS

Helgeland invites hikers to explore the Seven Sisters, or climb
Torghatten, the famous mountain with a hole all the way through.
You can read more about the legend of how these mountains came
to be on p. 24.

UNDERWATER NATUR PATH

The Vega archipelago even has an underwater nature path! As you
solve a series of riddles, you discover the contents of new treasure
chests. Snorkelling equipment and wet suits are available for rent.

THE FAIRYTALE FOREST IN RØDØY

Take the trip into the magic fairytale forest, and let the adventure
unfold as you walk and read. Perhaps you will reach the place where
the troll lives?

BÆDI & BØRDI

Download the travel app, Bædi & Børdi, and get to know these two
funny, weird and childlike Norwegian characters.

TROLLVAR NATURE PARK

The nature park just outside Mosjøen offers excitement and challenges for young and old, with activities during the summer as well
as winter.
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FUN DOWN ON THE FARM

On Sæterstad farm or on Furuheim Farm in Hattfjelldal, you really
get to know the animals as well as the farmers. Other fun activities
on the farms are fishing, hiking and canoeing.

SWIMMING

Most children love to swim. We recommend the popular Bystranda
(the town beach) and Kippermoen swimming pool in Mosjøen,
Moheia pool in Mo i Rana, Kulturbadet in Sandnessjøen, and the
Havblikk facility in Nesna. You will also find many beautiful beaches all along the Helgeland coast.

FISHING

Countless Helgeland lakes offer great fishing for anglers young
and old. Feeling the tug on your line and pulling in your catch is
enormously satisfying. To top off the experience, you can prepare
your fresh fish above a campfire, right at water’s edge.
ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS

Bodø
80
Godøystraumen

The coast of Helgeland is characterised by a unique archipelago of
more than 14 000 islands and islets. Long fjords break up the coastline; innermost in the fjords are industrial communities based on
hydropower generation.
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Saltfj
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Norwegian scenic Route Helgeland (FV17), which is connected by
six ferries, offers a wealth of contrasts as it passes through a verdant
cultural landscape interspersed with craggy peaks, glaciers, sweeping coastlines and swirling ocean currents. Many remarkable natural
phenomena are found along this route. In the south you will pass
the peaks of the Seven Sisters and the Torghatten mountain with it`s
characteristic hole; in the north you can see the Svartisen glacier and
the world’s strongest tidal current, the Saltstraumen.

The National Tourist Route Helgeland between Holm and Godøystraumen is 433 km long, with a scenic detour to Torghatten, a famous
mountain beyond Brønnøysund. Several roads connect the tourist
route to Euroroute 6, making it easy to alternate between them.

KULTURBADET / SANDNESSJØEN
Sandnessjøen’s favourite swimming pool offers
fun for the whole family, year round. Activity and
experiences as water-slide, large pool, warm pool
with child-friendly shallow zone, and sauna.
The centre also has a cinema and shows movies
every day.
+47 75 07 55 55 | www.kulturbadet.no
kulturbadet@alstahaug.kommune.no

1. NORWEGIAN SCENIC
ROUTES HELGELAND
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ITINERARY: :
Holm in Bindal to Godøystraumen north of Saltstraumen.
Distance: 433 km
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Worthwhile excursions from Mo i Rana include walking on the
Svartisen glacier, a visit to “the marble castle”, and a tour of the
caves. The town has many shopping opportunities. When you’re
ready, take the Coastal Highway Fv17 across the Sjonfjellet pass,
stopping at the viewpoint for a panorama of Helgeland’s coast and
islands. Continue to Nesna, which offers additional nature adventures. From Nesna you can take the ferry to the island of Lovund and
the Træna archipelago. We also suggest a visit to the beautiful island
of Tomma, just outside Nesna.
ITINERARY: Mosjøen – Korgfjellet – Hemnes – Rana – Nesna.
Distance: 160 km.
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If you’re eager for a bigger challenge, hike up to the summit of Dønnamannen (858 m). The island of Dønna offers great cycling, kayaking and boating. For the best swimming, head to Løkta, a smaller
island northeast of Dønna.

In Rødøy,
801 consider a walk up Rødøyløva (440 m). Also be sure to
visit the old trading post. The island
offers handmade glass, and boat
Trondheim
trips into the beautiful Nordfjord, which is a part of Saltfjellet-Svartisen National Park. You can also take a ferry or express boat just to
explore the nearby waters. Detours: From Stokkvågen, take the ferry
or express boat to Lurøy, or the express boat or a fast boat to Lovund.

ITINERARY: Sandnessjøen – Herøy – Dønna.
Distance: 80 km + ferry.

ITINERARY: Mo i Rana – Kilboghamn – Jektvik – Rødøy.
Distance: 132 km + ferry.

5. TO SANDNESSJØEN VIA
VILLMARKSVEIEN
(THE WILDERNESS ROAD)

The scenic Wilderness Road (Villmarksveien) starts just north of
Majavatn lake. From highway E6. take the turnoff to Fiplingdal. You
pass Børgefjell National Park and charming villages,
drive through
Storuman
forests and farmland, and across mountains. Stop in Hattfjelldal to
visit the House of the Mountain People, see the “Elf Castle” sculpture, or hike up the distinctive mountain Hatten (the Hat). For a farm
visit, consider a detour to Varntresk or Susendal.
The Wilderness Road continues as Rv806 towards Korgen, with a
great view of Røssvatnet lake and the Okstindan range. From Korgen continue south on E6 via Drevja to Sandnessjøen.
ITINERARY: Majavatn – Hattfjelldal – Korgen – Sandnessjøen
via Drevja.
Distance: ca 207 km
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SAILING TRIPS WITH SEILNORGE
HELGELAND
Award-winning sailing adventures. A unique way to
experience the scenic Helgeland coast and its myriad
of islands. We now offer daily sailing trips through
the Vega archipelago, to Lånan and to the LomsdalVisten National Park from our base at Ylvingen,
Himmelblå Brygge.
seilnorge.no | himmelbla.no | +47 920 86 610
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accommodation and dining, and is a great base for exploring many
Nevernes
we also suggest a rafting adventure on the Auster-Vefsna river. Con- Torghatten
of theSømna
islands
along the Svenningdal
Helgeland coast. You can,
for instance,
take
Dikanäs/
Hommelstø
Susendalen
Berg
Örnsköldsvik
Furuheim
Tosbotn
76 to Onøy
tinue south on E6 to Brenna, taking the turnoff onto Fv76 towards
the
express
boat
and
Lurøya.
76
Vik
Villmarksvegen
Brønnøysund. Allow time for a stop at Nevernes harbour, which has
17
Vennesund If you drive to Stokkvågen, there are both ferries and express boats
a centre celebrating Helgeland’s coastal culture.
BØRGEFJELL
Røingen
Holm
NASJONALPARK
to17Onøy. You can bring bicycles.
The islands
of Lurøy municipality
Majavatn
AUSTRA
Bindalseidet
Porten tilfor
Nord-Norge
In Brønnøysund, a must-see is Torghatten, the famous mountain
are relatively
flat
and
perfect
cycling.
There
are also fine hiking
Terråk
801
with a hole through it. Your itinerary should also include a stroll
opportunities.
Onøy is only 7 km away from the old quay on Lurøya,
through Brønnøysund’s old town centre, and a visit to the Aquaculwhere you will find accommodation
Trondheim and dining. Whether you are
ture Center at Toft.
driving or cycling, we recommend a trip around the island to experience its beautiful scenery and lush cultural landscape.
To reach Vega, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, take the ferry from
Horn. Vega’s E-House Museum documents the ancient local pracConsider taking the express boat or ferry to Sleneset and Lovund.
tice of building protective houses for the eider duck and harvesting
On Lovund you will find the largest puffin colony in Helgeland, with
its valuable down after the hatchlings leave the nest. You may also
roughly a quarter million birds. We also recommend visiting Grønbe tempted to go on a boat trip and perhaps a fishing excursion, or
svik coastal fort north of Stokkvågen. The fort has an interesting
enjoy the tranquillity of kayaking, hiking or cycling on your own.
exhibition on World War II. You will also find a Tourist Information
Detours: Consider a visit to the island of Ylvingen, or Vevelstad
office there.
with its old trading post and compact old hamlet.
ITINERARY: Mo i Rana – Nesna – Lurøy.
ITINERARY: Mosjøen – Grane – Brønnøysund – Vega.
Or Mo i Rana – Stokkvågen – Lurøy.
Distance: 190 km (to Nes) + Ferry.
Distance: Mo i Rana – Nesna, 67.7 km.
Mo i Rana – Stokkvågen, 72.6 km. Plus ferry or express boat.
Unkervatnet

Skarm
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Nedre
Fiplingvatn
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Lille Majavatn
Store
Majavatn
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visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS

Træna festival / Træna © Ludvik Baksaas

Verket music festival / Mo i Rana © Bjørn Leirvik

KULTURBADET / SANDNESSJØEN
The place for activities and culture, in the heart of
Sandnessjøen. Experiences, knowledge, wonder,
activities and calm. Concerts, theatre and shows
in Spring and Autumn. Swimming pool, cinema,
library and gallery open year round.
+47 75 07 55 55 | www.kulturbadet.no
kulturbadet@alstahaug.kommune.no

G18

Hamnes jazz festival / Hemnesberget © Fabrice Milochau

EVENTS CALENDAR 2021
JANUARY

APRIL

JULY

20		
NEW YEAR`S CONCERT WITH MOSJØEN ORKESTERFORENING
		
Ungdomslokalet, Mosjøen | mosork.no

29-1.4 BYSPRINTEN – CITY SKI SPRINT / Mosjøen | bysprinten.no

3-10

THE FESTIVALS ON HELGELAND / Mosjøen
festspillenehelgeland.no

15-18
		

«TIENDEBYTTE» A HISTORICAL MARKET / Mosjøen
helgelandevent.no/tiendebytte

3-11
		

INTERNATIONAL SUMMER ACADEMY & FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
Mosjøen | toppenkurset.no

16-19
		

MUSIC AND OPERA FEST IN TIENDEBYTTE / Mosjøen
helgelandevent.no/tiendebytte

8		

HANNE BOEL IN GILLES GARDEN / Mosjøen | gilles.no

8-10

TRÆNA FESTIVAL / Træna | trena.net

15-19
		

CARMEN - OPERA PERFORMANCE / MOSJØEN KULTURHUS
helgelandsinfonietta.no

10
		

TOWN CELEBRATIONS IN HISTORIC SJØGATA / Mosjøen
Byfesten 2021

OCTOBERFEST / Sandnessjøen | aonf.no

16-25

VEGA FESTIVAL / Vega | vega.kommune.no

16

11

GOURMET CANOEING IN LOVUND / LOVUND | havogfritid.no

14-16
		

OCTOBERFEST AND “DIAMOND” DAYS / Sandnessjøen
aonf.no

14-17

ROOTS MUSIC FESTIVAL / Brønnøysund | rootsfestivalen.no

24
		

CONCERT «VINTERREISEN AV FRANZ SCHUBERT»
Kulturverkstedet, Mosjøen | KlassiskScene

FEBRUARY
1-5
		
5-6
7-11

LYTT PÅ NYTT – CLASSICAL MUSIC CONCERT FESTIVAL
Mosjøen | helgelandsinfonietta.no
SJØGATA LIVE MUSIC FESTIVAL / Mosjøen | sjogatalive.no
WORKATION / Træna | tenktraena.no/workation

MAY
5-6
		

MORE COLORS (MULTICULTURAL PERFORMANCE)
Mo i Rana | flerefargermoirana

6-8

BOAT FAIR / Sandnessjøen | båtmessa.no

22

SØMNAMILE / Sømna | somnamile.no
ADAM DOUGLAS WITH BAND / Gilles Garden, Mosjøen
gilles.no

4-6

SIGRID FAIR / Sandnessjøen | sigridkongressen.no

29
		

11-13
		

WINTER FESTIVAL «TA TRÆNA MED STORM»
Træna | tenktraena.no/vinterfestival

JUNE

13-19

WINTER LIGHT FESTIVAL / Mo i Rana | nordlandteater.no/vinterlys

27

GULLHANEN / Mosjøen | gullhanen.no

MARCH
14
		

CLASSIC CONSERT WITH YOUNG MUSICIANS
Mosjøen kulturhus | mosork.no

27

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI RACE / Mo i Rana | blaavegenlopet.no

APRIL

32

30-1.4 SPRING CELEBRATIONS IN BRØNNØY / Brønnøysund
		
vår iBrønnøy

AUGUST

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER
11-13
		

«JUL I BRØNNØY» CHRISTMAS IN BRØNNØY / Brønnøysund
Jul iBrønnøy

4-20
		

KORGEN SUMMER FESTIVAL / Korgen
Korgen sommerfestival

5-8

HEMNES JAZZ FESTIVAL / Hemnesberget | hemnesjazz.no

7-13

GRANE FAIR / Trofors i Grane |

7-8

«KAMKAKE» FESTIVAL / Bleikvassli, Hemnes

20-21

CHRISTMAS MARKET IN HEMNESBERGET |

10-13

PETTER DASS FESTIVAL / Alstahaug | petterdass-museet.no

13-14

HAVNA MUSIC FESTIVAL / Sandnessjøen |

17-19

CUP FESTIVAL / Mosjøen | helgelandevent.no/cupdager

21

MILÆ (LØP) / Mosjøen | milæ.no

28
		

CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING / Mosjøen
helgelandevent.no/julebyen

17-20

TORGHATT FESTIVAL / Brønnøysund |

18-20
		

KIPPERMO FOOTBALL CUP / Mosjøen
mil-fotball.no/kippermocupen

21
		

HENNING KVITNES & GUTTA I BANDET
Gilles Garden, Mosjøen | gilles.no

27-28

VERKET MUSIC FESTIVAL / Mo i Rana | verketfestival.no

Granedagan

Torghattfestivalen

10-17

BLEIKVASSLI WINTER FESTIVAL / Hemnes
bleikvassli-vinterfestival

24-27

TJØTTA FAIR / Tjøtta/Alstahaug |

24-27

HERØY FAIR / Herøy

12-15

RETURN OF THE PUFFIN / Lovund | lovund.no/lundkommardagan

25-27
		

HEMNES BOAT & FJORD FESTIVAL / Hemnesberget
baatogfjord.org

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

SEPTEMBER

Tjøttadagan 2021

Herøydagan

Havnafestivalen

SEPTEMBER
9		

CULTURE NIGHT / Mo i Rana |

9-11

MO I RANA PRIDE / Mo i Rana |

9-11
		

SEAFOOD FESTIVAL & WORLD CRAB FISHING CHAMPIONSHIP
Sandnessjøen |
VM i krabbefiske-festivalen

kulturnattamoirana
Moiranapride

Jul på Berget

DECEMBER
Dec
		

«JULEBYEN MOSJØEN» CHRISTMAS IN MOSJØEN / Mosjøen
julebyen Mosjøen

3-5
		

CHRISTMAS MARKET IN MOSJØEN / Mosjøen
helgelandevent.no/julebyen

Primo
		

CHRISTMAS FAIR IN GRANE / Trofors/Grane
www.helgelandmuseum.no/Grane

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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Kjøkkensjef Benjamin på Fru Haugans Hotel © Sverre L. Strand

DINING
KRED / BRØNNØYSUND
We offer a hearty lunch and dinner menu based on
local ingredients. Our kitchen is staffed until 10 pm
every evening. Live music. Football and other sports
events on our giant screen.
+47 948 24 190 | cafekred.no | Storgata 61.

Welcome to SVANG restaurant and wine bar,
a jewell situated downtown Brønnøysund sentrum.
Our cosy venue offers a menu of local dishes
and is perfect for every occasion.

D25

HILDURS URTERARIUM
BRØNNØYSUND
Restaurant Sagastua: Dine happily in our cosy
family restaurant. Reservations advised, at least
one day in advance. Herb garden with a summer
café and shop: 20 June – 15 August. Open daily
12am–5pm every day.
+47 75 02 52 12
Tilrem, Brønnøysund | hildurs.no

Please drop by for a hearty meal,
a light snack, or just for refreshments.
Storgata 77, 8900 Brønnøysund,
+47 960 44 193 | svang.vinbar@gmail.com

E25

SVANGrestaurant

svang_restaurant

© Lovund Hotell

TOFheHELGELAND
taste
Helgeland’s exciting history is reflected in its
culinary traditions. The region has numerous
restaurants that offer menus based on the best
local ingredients, resulting in memorable
dining experiences.
Stews, soups and choice cuts of meat are sourced from deer, reindeer,
moose and lamb. One award-winning delicacy is salted and fermented
char; the local salmon is delicious as sushi, or baked, poached or fried.
Trout prepared with herbs is unforgettable. Enjoy lefse, kamkaka and
fjellbrød (special local bread). Chefs prepare the shellfish such as mussel, shrimp and crab, and the freshest fish, into tasty dishes, and the herbs
used are all locally grown.
A good meal deserves a good pint or a fine wine, followed by coffee.
At last count, Helgeland had three certified aquavit bars, two microbreweries, a coffee roaster with integrity and charm and even locally
produced wines.
Bon appétit!

SMAK RESTAURANT / CAFÉ
BRØNNØYSUND – TOFT
Pleasant experience with fantastic SMAK in idyllic
surroundings at Norsk Havbrukssenter. Seafood,
national and international cuisine for lunch and
dinner. Enjoy a unique dining experience!
+47 75 57 75 00 | post@havbrukssenter.no
havbrukssenter.no/restaurant

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

D25

HANDELSSTEDET FORVIK
VEVELSTAD

+47 984 84 000
handelsstedetforvik.no

Dønnesfjellstua | +47 975 02 531
www.donnesfjellstua.com | annjohao@online.no

AUGUSTBRYGGO / SELØY I HERØY

F22

+47 476 21 805 | post@augustbryggo.no
Augustbryggo | augustbryggo.no

HIMMELBÅ BRYGGE / YLVINGEN

3 KALVER / DØNNA

Excellent dining and great ambience, right on the
pier. Take the ferry here or come by your own boat.
Accommodation offered in our dome, in a tent or
in the family room. Daily sailing trips with a guide
through the Vega archipelago, to Lånan and to the
Lomsdal-Visten National Park.

Local traditional dishes made with the very best
local ingredients. Your chef and host will ensure
a unique and memorable dining experience.

himmelbla.no | +47 920 86 610

G16
© Olav Breen/kystriksveien.no

This cosy quayside restaurant/café features dishes
based on local ingredients, as well as homemade
cakes. Facilities for private parties and conferences.
Augustbryggo also has an exhibition on Helgeland’s
fishery and aquaculture history.

Rooms with a historical ambience.
Restaurant featuring the flavours of Helgeland,
and a coffee roaster with integrity and charm.
Experience the coastal culture!

D23

MARGRETHES KAFÈ
ALSTAHAUG

+47 415 13 425
dag@trekalver.no | trekalver.no

E18

F17

RESTAURANT ELLEN / MOSJØEN
In Northern Norway’s oldest hotel (in Mosjøen),
built in 1794, the legendary chef prepares traditional
Norwegian dishes with a continental twist, from the
very best local ingredients. Enjoy fine dining and
the view of our gardens, as guests have done for
220 years.

Our café at the Petter Dass Museum offers hearty
traditional dishes and refreshments, in a beautiful
building and magnificent natural setting.
Visit historical Alstahaug, and the
mediaeval church.
+47 75 11 01 50 | petterdass.no

36

DØNNESFJELLSTUA / DØNNA
To enjoy one of Helgeland’s best views with
a great homemade meal based on local ingredients,
you can hike the trail or drive to the top of Dønnesfjellet. It’s perfect for lunch or dinner, or a coffee
break. Fully licensed.

F20

Booking: fruhaugans.no | + 47 75 11 41 00

J21

© Terje Rakke NordicLife/visithelgeland

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

37

DINING

© SeilNorge/visithelgeland

© Emil-Sollie

TRIXIE RESTAURANT & BAR
TROFORS
Welcome to our cosy restaurant,
conveniently situated in Grane by highway E6.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner. Outdoor tables.
Pizza and kebab. Takeaway.
Open 11–22:00.
+47 75 18 13 90
Find us on Facebook.

J25

STENNESET MAT & VIN / MO I RANA
Welcome to a cultural experience in historic
surroundings. Stenneset offers memorable dining
with excellent service. We take pride in using local
organic produce, carefully paired with wine and
refreshments.
Summer restaurant +47 476 16 890
post@stenneset.no | stenneset.no

N15

KAFFEN & KRUSE / MO I RANA
Welcome to tempting and eco-conscious shopping
in our large second-hand shop with an exciting retro
section. Enjoy a great cup of coffee and a bite to eat
on vintage sofas in our unique coffee bar.
Ranenget 4, Mo i Rana
Brukthandel Askeladden | +47 75 15 66 00
O15

AURORA RESTAURANT
& LIVE SCENE / NESNA
Creative dishes based on good local ingredients.
With our «Nesna-meets-the-world fusion»,
Aurora aims to be one of Helgeland’s best
restaurants! Live music and performances.
+47 75 05 65 40 | havblikk.no | post@havblikk.no

DINING
BLOMSTERBUA MAT OG VIN
MOSJØEN

J21

GILLES CAFE / MOSJØEN

STØTT BRYGGE / MELØY

A friendly cultural café in old Mosjøen,
with pub nights and concerts year round.
Full dinners, light dishes and desserts. Buffet
Monday through Sunday. Sushi & tapas buffet
Wednesday 6–10pm. Fully licensed.
J21

Welcome to our restaurant in the old trading post,
Støtt Brygge. Seafood dishes based on the fresh
catch from nearby waters. The restaurant, situated
in the old general store from 1978, celebrates the
coastal culture. We also offer lordly
accommodation.
Adr. 8159 Støtt i Meløy | +47 400 21 212
stott.no

Sjøgata 6, +47 75 17 54 54
gillescafe.no

You will find Tippen Gastro in the Tipperary
restaurant house on Mosjøen’s pedestrian street.
Here, a delicious lunch and dinner menu is served
in a cosy setting. Open daily, year round.
After your meal, drop by Tippen Bar.
J21

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

Helgeland offers accommodation for every taste and wallet.
And although there is daylight around the clock during the
summer, we are confident you’ll get a good night’s sleep.

• Rødøy
• Træna
Lovund •

• Lurøy
• Nesna

• Dønna

K7

For a comprehensive list of accommodation options, please see
visithelgeland.com.

J21

• Meløy

• Mo i Rana

• Leirfjord

• Herøy • Sandnessjøen

• Hemnes

• Mosjøen
• Vega

• Vevelstad

• Hattfjelldal

• Brønnøysund
• Grane
• Sømna

This distinctive building on Sjøgata comprises
cultural workshops, a gallery featuring
artists of Northern Norway, and a café that
serves hearty traditional dishes. Free lunch
concerts every Friday. Guest house for rent.

38

J9

If you prefer a simpler alternative, you can pitch a tent or park your
caravan at one of the campsites. Many of these also offer simple and
well-equipped cabins, rooms and holiday apartments.

KULTURVERKSTEDET / MOSJØEN

+47 75 17 27 60
kulturverkstedet.net

© Lars Westwig

Sweet
dreams
IN HELGELAND
The towns and certain islands have good hotels with all amenities.
You may also rent a private room or a rorbu cabin, or check into an
inn or a motel. Yet another option is a farm holiday.

TIPPEN GASTRO / MOSJØEN

+47 474 78 920
tippen gastro
tippen@cafebaren.com

I16

BOLGA BRYGGE / MELØY
Bolga Brygge is one of the most beautiful
venues for dining and accommodation on Meløy.
Local specialities are prepared with great pride.
Time and again, our visitors speak of the
memorable time they’ve had here.
Welcome to Bolga Brygge!
+47 971 77 608 | bolgabrygge.no
BolgaBrygge | post@bolgabrygge.no

A beautifully decorated restaurant at Sjøgata 29.
A richly-varied lunch menu, and an evening menu
that features many exciting pizzas. Choose «Tapas
for 2» to savour the very best of our menu. The great
beer selection, fine wine list and tasty cocktails give
you additional reasons to pay us a visit.
+47 906 63 696

© Kathrine Sørgård

• Bindal

© Terje Rakke NordicLife/visithelgeland

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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HOTEL AND MOTEL

HOTEL AND MOTEL

THON HOTEL / BRØNNØYSUND

CLARION COLLECTION
HOTEL HELMA / MO I RANA

Welcome to a good night’s sleep, and an incredible
view of mount Torghatten and the nearby islands.
We offer 122 new rooms, a good healthy breakfast,
and the perfect base for exploring the town of
Brønnøysund and the surrounding area.
D25

CORNER HOTELL / BRØNNØYSUND

N-Storgata 76, Brønnøysund.
© Corner Hotell D25

SCANDIC SYV SØSTRE
SANDNESSJØEN
A centrally and idyllically situated hotel on the Helgeland coast. Hike the nearby majestic mountains,
or indulge yourself at Kulturbadet! Modern tasteful
rooms. Wake up refreshed ready for new adventures
on your Helgeland holiday!
+47 75 06 50 00 | scandichotels.no/syvsostre
syvsostre@scandichotels.com

G18

Accommodation

© Rolf Ørjan Høgseth O15

Lovund, one of Norway’s most thriving island
communities, is situated off the Helgeland coast.
Take time to savour some of the best dining in the
region. Hotel rooms and rorbu cabins enjoy great
views of the sea and sunsets. Varied scenery and many
F25
opportunities for excursions. Lovund is renowned for
its pioneering spirit and strong business community.
+47 75 09 20 30 | post@lovund.no | lovund.no

Accommodation

I21

F14
© Rolf Ørjan Høgseth O15

Boutique

Accommodation

Guided Tours

Norsk Havbrukssenter · 8909 Brønnøysund · Toftveien 80
+47 75 57 75 00 · post@havbrukssenter.no

D26

H13

MAGICAL HOLIDAY

Welcome to your holiday paradise for fjord fishing,
kayaking and scenic hikes. Attractive cabin with six
rooms, 12 beds total, three bathrooms. Terrace and
sauna with a great view of the fjord. Boat hire. Near
the Lomsdal-Visten National Park.
+47 918 80 010 | beverlyshill.no
Beliggenhet: Velfjord i Brønnøy

SCANDIC MEYERGÅRDEN
MO I RANA

Restaurant

Restaurant

Restaurant

Torgarhaugen offers good dining and
accommodation, and is the closest neighbour
to the legendary mountain Torghatten.
We offer good food and a good stay.
For booking, visit torgarhaugen.com,
send us an email at post@torgarhaugen.no,
or call tel. +47 906 20 072.
Welcome!

BEVERLYS HILL / BRØNNØY

L18

Guided Tours

Exhibition
Boutique

TORGARHAUGEN / BRØNNØYSUND

KORGFJELLET FJELLSTUE / HEMNES

F25

DET ROMANTISKE HUSET / HERØY

Welcome to Nordland’s largest hotel,
in Mo i Rana..

This is a cosy alternative to a hotel. Experience Herøy, renowned as the most magnificent island on the
Helgeland coast. New suites and double rooms with
comfortable beds, bath, kitchen and balcony.

N- Fr.Nansensgata 48, NO-8622 Mo i Rana.
Booking: +47 75 13 40 00
meyergarden@meyergarden.no | meyergarden.no

Ole Tobias, a small hotel situated in the heart of
town, is known for its warm and friendly ambience.
The hotel is named after Ole Tobias Olsen, who was
the driving force behind construction of the Nordland Railway. The décor is inspired by the railway’s
history. Welcome! booking@ole-tobias.no
+47 75 12 05 00 | hoteloletobias.no

Restaurant Boutique Exhibition

GUESTHOUSE AND ROOM

The oldest hotel in Northern Norway is beautifully
situated by the Vefsna river. Accommodation in
traditionally decorated rooms. Restaurant featuring
dishes based on the very best local ingredients. Our
guests have been admiring the view and relaxing in
our beautiful gardens since 1794!

Take the scenic route over the Korgfjellet pass,
where we offer comfortable lodge cabins as well
as traditional rooms. Magnificent view of the Okstindan range and Svartisen glacier. Great mountain
hiking trails. Dine on hearty Norwegian food at our
Korgfjellet mountain lodge.
korgfjellet | post@korgfjellet.no
Booking: korgfjellet.no/ +47 75 17 01 50

O15

LOVUND HOTELL / LOVUND

FRU HAUGANS HOTEL / MOSJØEN

Booking: fruhaugans.no Tel. +47 75 11 41 00.

+47 78 10 11 80

SURE HOTEL BEST WESTERN
OLE TOBIAS / MO I RANA

Reasonably-priced accommodation in the heart of
Brønnøysund. Comfortable beds and homemade
breakfast. Perfect for your Helgeland adventures.

+47 948 18 179
post@cornermotell.no | cornermotell.no

A fantastic experience !

110 double rooms.
Conference facilities for 100 people.
Room rates include breakfast and an
evening buffet.

O15

Check out the details on our website.
detromantiskehuset.no
booking@detromantiskehuset.no | +47 941 50 812

Kvarøy Sjøhus offers unforgettable
holidays by the Arctic Circle. Each
of our five modern rorbu cabins has
three bedrooms and six beds. Your
panorama at breakfast includes the
distinctive mountain Hestmannen
and the sea – a catch is almost
guaranteed. Savour the tranquillity,
enjoy boating and kayaking, and
swim at white beaches where you
can walk in the sunset.

E19

HANDELSSTEDET FORVIK
VEVELSTAD
Rooms with a historical ambience.
Restaurant featuring the flavours of Helgeland,
and a coffee roaster with integrity and charm.
Experience the coastal culture!
+47 984 84 000
handelsstedetforvik.no

facebook.com/visithelgeland
Nova i Bindal © Magnar Solbakk
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visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

F22

Visit_helgeland

Inner Kvarøy is a sheltered
scenic gem on the Helgeland
coast, and it’s easy to get here.

www.spirendesign.no

+47 75 00 89 00
www.thonhotels.no/bronnoysund

Offersøy / Alstahaug © Sissel Breiland

Tel: +47 977 46 145
sjohus@kvaroy.no | www.kvaroy.no

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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Laksforsen © Stefan Barth

Vistnesstien © Michelle Heere

CAMPING
AERNIE/STORLI CAMPING / RANA
Welcome to unique dining, with homemade
dishes based on local and Sámi traditions served
in beautiful surroundings, 20 km north of the town
of Mo i Rana. Accommodation available in cabins,
camping facilities for caravans and tents. Café open
in the summer, and by appointment year round.
+47 906 18 921

AernieOpplevelser

P14

HAVBLIKK / NESNA
Spacious year-round camping, hotel-standard
cabins, holiday apartments and rooms.
The longest waterslide in Northern Norway,
playground. Boat, kayak and bicycle rental. WiFi.
Very child friendly.

RORBU CABINS / SEAHOUSES

+47 75 05 65 40
havblikk.no | post@havblikk.no

TRÆNA RORBUFERIE / TRÆNA
Spend your holiday in rorbu cabins that
enjoy a magnificent view of the island of
Træna. Great opportunities for excursions
to Trænstaven and Sanna.

FURØY CAMPING / MELØY

+47 979 83 276
post@rorbuferien.no | rorbuferien.no
D12

RORBU CABINS / SEAHOUSES

GJESTEHUS/GJESTEGÅRD OG ROM
STAVSENG GÅRD / DØNNA

ELFIS SJØSTUER / HERØY

This farm offers accommodation in a newly
restored traditional Nordland house, which has
5 bedrooms and a total of 7 beds (2 smaller ones).
Bathroom, shower, washing machine, fully-equipped
kitchen with diswasher and freezer.

Luxurious cabin and apartments right on
the seashore – perfect for a holiday by the
sea and mountains. Quay, barbecue, boat,
opportunities for many rewarding activities.
Savour tranquil, scenic surroundings.

Stavsenggard
Stavseng_gard
+47 917 82 630 | Stavsengveien 176, 8820 Dønna

+47 959 15 202 / +47 454 47 295
elfis.no | elfis8850@gmail.com

LAKSFORS VILLA / GRANE

BRYGGA DØNNA / DØNNA

This elegant historic villa, situated by the beautiful
Laksforsen falls 30 km south of Mosjøen, offers nine
rooms, 13 beds total, three bathrooms. Several cosy
lounges. Fully-equipped kitchen, self-catering.
NB! Closed July–August.

Rorbu cabins, island-hopping, fishing, bicycling and
mountain hikes. This is the place for your Helgeland
holiday! Our rorbu and wharf are situated in an area
with excellent fishing and an amazing bird life.

Laksforsvegen 22, NO-8684 Trofors
+47 415 44 093 | laksfors.no

J24

Stylish accommodation at the old trading post.
Fine guest harbour with all amenities. Seafood
restaurant with impressive menu. Hiking, kayaking,
summit hikes, deep-sea fishing, boat rentals,
swimmings and more. Fisheries Museum.

E19

G17

+47 909 57 521 | skogmofamiliecamping.no

G17

DØNNA RORBUER BØTERIET / DØNNA

KORGEN CAMPING / HEMNES

Bøteriet (the old fishnet-mending workshop) has
been refurbished into a charming holiday centre.
Rooms, rorbu, holiday apartments, restaurant,
outdoor tables, guest pier, boat hires. Situated on
the idyllic Åkerøya.

Enjoy a tranquil stay right by the salmon river
Røssåga, at the foot of the Okstindan mountains
and near the renowned Rabothytta cabin.
Excellent base for day excursions along
the coast and to mountains. Free Wifi.
Korgauren 5, 8646 Korgen
+47 473 74 978 | korgen-camping.no
Price: NOK 500 – 1350 | Open year round

BIMBO VEIKRO / MO I RANA

RORSUNDET BRYGGE / VEGA

YTTERVIK CAMPING / RANA

A pleasant inn situated on highway E6,
north of Mo i Rana. Our café serves hearty
home-cooked meals, reasonably priced.
6 rooms available, with satellite TV,
private bathroom and wc.

A beautiful holiday house with a great waterfront
location at Rorsundet. Ideal for a family or group of
friends. Three bedrooms, living room, kitchen, two
bathrooms and a terrace.

Yttervik Camping offers cabins, holiday
apartments and campsite for caravans.
Magnificently situated on the Ranfjord,

+47 75 15 10 01 | bimbo.no
bimboveikro

O15

Wonderful view from the pier.
Close to key amenities.
Booking: rorsundet.no

D22

+47 909 87 355 | ranjas@online.no
yttervikcamping.no

TRÆNA OVERNATTING / TRÆNA

LURØY RORBUER / LURØY

RØSSVOLL CAMPING / RANA

Well-equipped rorbu cabins,
high standard. Great wilderness adventures.
Grocery next door.

Cabins, electrical hook-ups for caravans
and campers. Each cabin has four beds,
kitchen and bathroom. Free wifi.

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

D12

E25

M18

16 km south of Mo i Rana. Excellent fishing.

Stay in the old town hall of Norway’s oldest fishing
village. Eight rooms (four with private baths), and
two two-storey apartments. A beautiful view over
the island, great hiking opportunities, and many
cultural opportunities. Free parking and wi-fi. Situated just 250 meters from the quay and food shop.
+47 918 12 679 | trenaovernatting.no
booking@trenaovernatting.no

Onøy, 8766 Lurøy
+47 976 47 886
luroyrorbu.com

Sjøgata in Mosjøen © Sigurd Myrer

The family camping is situated in idyllic tranquil
surroundings 12 km south of Brønnøysund.
Sheltered barbecue hut. Great hiking right outside
your door. The cabins vary from simple and without
plumbing to larger cabins with bathrooms.

brygga.com | post@brygga.com
+47 993 12 784 / +47 907 81 366

+47 415 25 371 / +47 75 05 49 20 / +47 911 39 966
boteriet.com | boteriet@yahoo.no

Visit_helgeland

K7

SKOGMO FAMILIECAMPING
BRØNNØYSUND

BRYGGEN GJESTEHUS / MOSJØEN

J21

facebook.com/visithelgeland

K9

CAMPING

Three fully-equipped holiday apartments,
high standard. Our charming wharf building,
built in 1842, is beautifully situated by the Vefsna
river, in the heart of Mosjøen.
Adr. Skjervgt. 5.
+47 416 50 608 / +47 418 46 755
bryggengjestehus.no
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G17

Welcome to the beautiful Furøy Camping, situated
near Fv17 and the Furøy ferry quay. Rental cabins,
campsite for tents and caravans. Short drive to
Svartisen and Glomfjordfjellet.
Boat hire and nature trails.
Lurøy 6, NO-8178 Halsa, +47 941 91 315
post@furoycamp.no | furoycamp.no

STØTT BRYGGE / MELØY

N-8159 Støtt i Meløy
+47 400 21 212 / Støtt

I16

M16

Beautifully situated by the Ranelva river,
10 km north of Mo i Rana.
H14

+47 458 12 112 | else.sperstad@online.no

O14

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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southern Helgeland. The town offers a wide range of services and enjoys
excellent communications – the Hurtigruten steamers call daily, and there
are direct flights
to Oslo. For centuries Brønnøysund has been one of the
BØRGEFJELL
region’s keyNASJONALPARK
ports, and has excellent guest harbours. Today it is the perfect
holiday base for exploring the Helgeland archipelago, which consists of
over ten thousand islands, islets and skerries.
Porten til Nord-Norge
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• Bindal

To the south is Torghatten, the legendary mountain with its
distinctive hole all the way through. To the west lies a World Heritage
Site: the Vega islands rise from the shallow coastal seafloor.

Also consider a visit to Velfjord and the coastal culture centre of
Nevernes, and Nøstvik church built in 1674.

THE VEGA ARCHIPELAGO was chosen as a UNESCO’s World
Heritage Site due to its unique culture as well as its amazing scenery.
Visit the old fishing village of Nes, where you will find a museum
dedicated to the eider duck. At Gardsøy is the new World Heritage
Museum; from here, you can take a boat tour to the UNESCO World
Heritage Area. See visitvega.no for more information.

BINDAL, SØMNA AND VEVELSTAD are hosts for a
Nordland boat race. Here are also burial mounds and other cultural
monuments, and a spring reputed to have healing powers. In this
magnificent scenery you can kayak the fjord, ascend mountain
summits, go fishing and hunting. Please see visithelgeland.com for
further information.
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DINING

ACCOMODATION

ACCOMODATION

KRED / BRØNNØYSUND

THON HOTEL / BRØNNØYSUND

RORSUNDET BRYGGE / VEGA

We offer a hearty lunch and dinner menu based on
local ingredients. Our kitchen is staffed until 10 pm
every evening. Live music. Football and other sports
events on our giant screen.

Welcome to a good night’s sleep, and an incredible
view of mount Torghatten and the nearby islands.
We offer 122 new rooms, a good healthy breakfast,
and the perfect base for exploring the town of
Brønnøysund and the surrounding area.

A beautiful holiday house with a great waterfront
location at Rorsundet. Ideal for a family or group of
friends. Three bedrooms, living room, kitchen, two
bathrooms and a terrace.

+47 948 24 190 | cafekred.no | Storgata 61.
D25

HILDURS URTERARIUM
BRØNNØYSUND
Restaurant Sagastua: Dine happily in our cosy
family restaurant. Reservations advised, at least
one day in advance. Herb garden with a summer
café and shop: 20 June – 15 August. Open daily
12am–5pm every day.
+47 75 02 52 12
Tilrem, Brønnøysund | hildurs.no

E25

D25

HANDELSSTEDET FORVIK
VEVELSTAD

ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS
NORSK HAVBRUKSSENTER
BRØNNØYSUND

+47 948 18 179
post@cornermotell.no | cornermotell.no

© Corner Hotell D25

Torgarhaugen offers good dining and
accommodation, and is the closest neighbour
to the legendary mountain Torghatten.
We offer good food and a good stay.
For booking, visit torgarhaugen.com,
send us an email at post@torgarhaugen.no,
or call tel. +47 906 20 072.
Welcome!

F22

HIMMELBÅ BRYGGE / YLVINGEN

+47 918 80 010 | beverlyshill.no
Beliggenhet: Velfjord i Brønnøy

Experience fish farming at close quarters! The
visitors’ centre at Toft also has an aquarium, indoor
exhibitions on aquaculture and local history, and
offers guided tours of the facilities. Restaurant with
a menu featuring seafood. Souvenir shop.
Accommodation. Open year round.
+47 75 57 75 00 | havbrukssenter.no

D22

United Nations
Educational, Scientiﬁc and
Cultural Organization

© Designalkymisten
Simen Trælnes D25

D26

Join us for a journey through a magnificent landscape. Learn about the unique culture and traditions
of the Vega islands. Meet the islanders and enjoy
local food. Go on outdoor adventures that are safe
and sustainable: mountain hikes, kayaking, fishing,
RIB sea-rafting trips, and a guided sea-eagle safari.
All necessary equipment provided. +47 959 73 616
adventurevega | post@adventurevega.no

facebook.com/visithelgeland

Trollfjell
UNESCO
Global Geopark

A GEOLOGICAL
ADVENTURE
THROUGH MILLIONS
OF YEARS
Trollfjell Geopark reveals much about the geological
history of our own planet. This is a place where
continents have shifted and collided. High mountain
ranges have risen and been worn down; oceans
have been created and then disappeared. Ice ages
have come and gone, sculpting the landscape.

ADVENTURE VEGA / VEGA

BEVERLYS HILL / BRØNNØY

C23

Visit_helgeland

An UNESCO Geopark is an area with a unique
natural heritage deemed to be of international
geological importance. Our focus is geotourism,
fostering insight into humanity’s shared natural
heritage and ensuring a sustainable development
for our area. Feel free to visit our office at Storgata
34 in Brønnøysund. We are currently open by
appointment. We offer guided tours.
Trollfjell UNESCO Global Geopark embraces the
municipalities of Vega, Vevelstad, Brønnøy, Sømna,
Bindal and Leka.

www.trollfjellgeopark.no

F25

SKOGMO FAMILIECAMPING
BRØNNØYSUND

Excellent dining and great ambience, right on the
pier. Take the ferry here or come by your own boat.
Accommodation offered in our dome, in a tent or
in the family room. Daily sailing trips with a guide
through the Vega archipelago, to Lånan and to the
Lomsdal-Visten National Park.
himmelbla.no | +47 920 86 610

CORNER HOTELL / BRØNNØYSUND

Welcome to your holiday paradise for fjord fishing,
kayaking and scenic hikes. Attractive cabin with six
rooms, 12 beds total, three bathrooms. Terrace and
sauna with a great view of the fjord. Boat hire. Near
the Lomsdal-Visten National Park.

Rooms with a historical ambience.
Restaurant featuring the flavours of Helgeland,
and a coffee roaster with integrity and charm.
Experience the coastal culture!

Wonderful view from the pier.
Close to key amenities.
Booking: rorsundet.no

Reasonably-priced accommodation in the heart of
Brønnøysund. Comfortable beds and homemade
breakfast. Perfect for your Helgeland adventures.

TORGARHAUGEN / BRØNNØYSUND

Pleasant experience with fantastic SMAK in idyllic
surroundings at Norsk Havbrukssenter. Seafood,
national and international cuisine for lunch and
dinner. Enjoy a unique dining experience!

+47 984 84 000
handelsstedetforvik.no

D25

N-Storgata 76, Brønnøysund.

SMAK RESTAURANT / CAFÉ
BRØNNØYSUND – TOFT

+47 75 57 75 00 | post@havbrukssenter.no
havbrukssenter.no/restaurant

+47 75 00 89 00
www.thonhotels.no/bronnoysund

The family camping is situated in idyllic tranquil
surroundings 12 km south of Brønnøysund.
Sheltered barbecue hut. Great hiking right outside
your door. The cabins vary from simple and without
plumbing to larger cabins with bathrooms.
D23

+47 909 57 521 | skogmofamiliecamping.no

E25

Nes på Vega © Rita Johansen
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SAILING TRIPS WITH SEILNORGE
HELGELAND

VELFJORD RURAL MUSEUM
BRØNNØY

Award-winning sailing adventures. A unique way to
experience the scenic Helgeland coast and its myriad
of islands. We now offer daily sailing trips through
the Vega archipelago, to Lånan and to the LomsdalVisten National Park from our base at Ylvingen,
Himmelblå Brygge.
seilnorge.no | himmelbla.no | +47 920 86 610

The focus of this museum, situated at Hommelstø,
is on the use and protection of natural resources.
There is a café and a museum shop. At Strøm, about
4 km east of Hommelstø, lies a village museum
that illustrates life on a farm in the 18th and 19th
centuries. In addition to the farm buildings is a Sámi
settlement. Helgelandmuseum.no/velfjord

UTVÆRET LÅNAN / VEGA

KULTURPUNKT

Would you like learn more about the eider ducks and
meet the bird guardians of Lånan? Please email us
at info@lanan.no or call us at tel. +47 452 72 654.
Also feel free to visit our website and online store
at lanan.no. You can also follow us on Facebook:
utvaeret.lanan. In May and June, we’ll post fresh
photos and updated info on the eider ducks.

What hidden stories surround you right now?
Download our app to discover the local cultural
history all over Helgeland.

F26

Available in GooglePlay and AppStore.
C20

To learn more, please visit
www.helgelandmuseum.no.

BINDAL MUSEUM

VEVELSTAD MUSEUM

Here are exhibitions on boat building,
the lumber industry, and the boreal rainforest.
Situated at Terråk, the museum is open on weekdays,
and has a shop and café. Bindal rural museum at
Vassås, an authentic croft, is open weekends
during the summer.

The museum is located next to Vevelstad church.
Showroom for Trollfjell geopark with a large rock
and mineral collection. Courtyard with an old
kitchen garden. Exhibition with fishing and Nordic
boats. Museum shop and children’s barn.

Helgelandmuseum.no | +47 959 73 650

F30

C22

For opening hours, see our website
helgelandmuseum.no/Vevelstad.

F22

VISIT THE ISLANDS OF HELGELAND!

With ten boats of various sizes, we offer everything from sightseeing and fishing trips, to shuttle services and charter tours.
We’ll gladly tailor a boating experience anywhere along the Helgeland coast, including varied adventures, accommodation
and dining. Please contact us for a detailed offer. Welcome aboard!

SØMNA RURAL MUSEUM
The museum highlights the life and culture
of local fishermen-farmers and their families,
from 1800 to 1950. There is a café and an
excellent museum shop.

facebook.com/visithelgeland

Visit_helgeland

helgelandmuseum.no/somna | +47 469 22 991

Tel +47 991 66 522 (manned 24/7)
post@lovundskyss.no | lovundskyss.no

D27

The scenic route
Transport by land, sea and air

www.torghatten.no

KYSTRIKSVEIEN

Explore the coastal route (road 17) from Steinkjer to Bodø. Much of the journey is a part of
Norwegian Scenic Routes. Practical information on ferry time tables, accommodation and what
to see & do is found in our free travel guide or you may visit our web site; www.kystriksveien.no
We also offer tailormade tours for you. You may drive your own car, go by bike or public
transportation. Kystriksveien is for slow travel - allow yourself time.

Timetables: www.reisnordland.no/travelpassnordland
Kystriksveien Reiseliv AS - www.kystriksveien.no Tel. 74 40 17 17
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Nevernes
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• Meløy
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ALSTAHAUG, HERØY, DØNNA AND LEIRFJORD
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mountains, medieval
churches, and museums celebrating the region’s rich
coastal culture, our Viking heritage, and the 17th-century poet-priest Petter
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Alstahaug has a large moose population and chances for spotting the
huge animal are high. Attractions include the Petter Dass Museum,
the Alstahaugtunet complex, the 12th-century Alstahaug church, an
old Viking chieftain seat, and Tjøtta International War Cemetery.
The town offers numerous restaurants and shopping opportunities.

Hattfjelldal

Grane
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Herøy rural museum. When you’re ready, continue your journey
across Åkviksund Bridge to Dønna.
From Sandnessjøen you can take the ferry to Bjørn on Dønna.
Dønna is a large and scenic island, hilly and with a varied wildlife.
Attractions include the old Nordvika trading post, Valhaugen burial
mound which is topped by Northern Europe’s largest marble phallus,
Dønnesfjellet with its magnificent view spanning from Vega in the
south, to Træna island and the Hestmannen mountain in the north.

rd
o
N
Sandnessjøen has excellent connections by airplane and bus, as well
ferries and express boats.
Sagavegen
Grane as by the Hurtigruta (coastal steamers),
Unkervatnet
bygdetun
HERØY, DØNNA OG
LEIRFJORD
804
Dikanäs/
The elegant Helgeland Bridge connects Alstenøya and Leirfjord.
From Søvik, 12 km south of Sandnessjøen, you can take a ferry to
S
karm adventures and
In Leirfjord you will find beautiful mountains, forests and scenic
Flostad on Herøy. The island offers many outdoor
Örnsköldsvik
oda

G RAN E

len mounstunning views of the Seven Sisters range, Dønnamannen
H AT TFJ E LLDAL
tain and the Vega archipelago. The island is a paradise for kayaking
and cycling. Attractions include the 12th-century Herøy church and

Susendalen

fjords. There are excellent possibilities for hiking and skiing, and
great fishing opportunities in the rivers, lakes and fjords. For more
information, please visit visithelgeland.com

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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ACCOMODATION

ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS

OFFERSØY CAMPING / ALSTAHAUG

KULTURBADET / SANDNESSJØEN

Facility for campers, caravans and tents.
Cabins with full bathroom, kitchen and terrace with
ocean views. Manned reception and fishing boat
rental. A great base for mountain walks, island
hopping and cultural experiences.

The place for activities and culture, in the heart of
Sandnessjøen. Experiences, knowledge, wonder,
activities and calm. Concerts, theatre and shows
in Spring and Autumn. Swimming pool, cinema,
library and gallery open year round.

+47 483 44 641 / +47 917 05 564
kystferie.no | booking@kystferie.no

F20

+47 75 07 55 55 | www.kulturbadet.no
kulturbadet@alstahaug.kommune.no

KVITNESET CAMPING / LEIRFJORD

KULTURBADET / SANDNESSJØEN

Camping with a magnificent fjord panorama.
Cabins, campers, caravans and tents.
Fishing, hiking and bicycling.
Laundry facilities.

I19

Sandnessjøen’s favourite swimming pool offers
fun for the whole family, year round. Activity and
experiences as water-slide, large pool, warm pool
with child-friendly shallow zone, and sauna.
The centre also has a cinema and shows movies
every day.
+47 75 07 55 55 | www.kulturbadet.no
kulturbadet@alstahaug.kommune.no

+47 997 28 301
kvitneset.no | re-eilif@online.no

DET ROMANTISKE HUSET / HERØY

Check out the details on our website.
detromantiskehuset.no
booking@detromantiskehuset.no | +47 941 50 812

MARGRETHES KAFÈ
ALSTAHAUG

+47 75 11 01 50 | petterdass.no

AUGUSTBRYGGO / SELØY I HERØY

F20
© Olav Breen/kystriksveien.no

This cosy quayside restaurant/café features dishes
based on local ingredients, as well as homemade
cakes. Facilities for private parties and conferences.
Augustbryggo also has an exhibition on Helgeland’s
fishery and aquaculture history.
+47 476 21 805 | post@augustbryggo.no
Augustbryggo | augustbryggo.no

+47 959 15 202 / +47 454 47 295
elfis.no | elfis8850@gmail.com

BRYGGA DØNNA / DØNNA

F17

brygga.com | post@brygga.com
+47 993 12 784 / +47 907 81 366

To enjoy one of Helgeland’s best views with
a great homemade meal based on local ingredients,
you can hike the trail or drive to the top of Dønnesfjellet. It’s perfect for lunch or dinner, or a coffee
break. Fully licensed.

ACCOMODATION
SCANDIC SYV SØSTRE
SANDNESSJØEN
A centrally and idyllically situated hotel on the Helgeland coast. Hike the nearby majestic mountains,
or indulge yourself at Kulturbadet! Modern tasteful
rooms. Wake up refreshed ready for new adventures
on your Helgeland holiday!
+47 75 06 50 00 | scandichotels.no/syvsostre
syvsostre@scandichotels.com
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visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

LEIRFJORD MUSEUM
Bergh Wharf is situated at Leland. This old trade
wharf building has its original interiors
from the 1900s intact. Varied exhibitions,
merchandise for sale. Wangbrygga in Bardal
has a museum, and a café with dishes
prepared from local ingredients.

G18

Enjoy tranquillity and great fishing at Vandve.
Stay in our annex or a fisherman’s cabin in idyllic
surroundings. Four 19-foot Kværnø fishing boats,
equipped with 60-hp Honda engine and sonar with
7-inch display, available for rent. Book your holiday
at vandveferie.no
j-haus@online.no | +47 996 46 731

G17

helgelandmuseum.no/leirfjord | +47 957 84 168

+47 75 07 55 55
kulturbadet@alstahaug.kommune.no

www.kulturbadet.no
E18

I18

HERØY BYGDESAMLING
This museum is beautifully situated by
Herøysundet, adjacent to Herøy’s medieval
church. Guided tours of the exhibitions
and the church.

E17

8850 Herøy
+47 75 06 80 28 / +47 977 333 70
helgelandmuseum.no

STAVSENG GÅRD / DØNNA

DØNNA MUSEUM / DØNNA

This farm offers accommodation in a newly
restored traditional Nordland house, which has
5 bedrooms and a total of 7 beds (2 smaller ones).
Bathroom, shower, washing machine, fully-equipped
kitchen with diswasher and freezer.
G17

The Nordvika Old Trading Post is situated 2 km
north of Solfjellsjøen lake. The 35-metre long
main house dates back to 1734. Coffee is served
in the living room with gold-decorated wallpaper.
Exhibition about the sailing ships that made
Nordvika rich. Boat-building for children.
Open daily 11am–4pm, 14 June – 9 Aug.
Helgelandmuseum.no/Dønna

Stavsenggard
Stavseng_gard
+47 917 82 630 | Stavsengveien 176, 8820 Dønna

F20

We are a tour operator that offers tailor-made
packages for groups visiting Helgeland and
Nordland. We offer transportation and guide
services throughout the region, and a fleet of
buses of varied size.
+47 75 40 70 00 | helgelandtransportservice.no
post.mo@helgelandtransportservice.no

DØNNA RORBUER BØTERIET / DØNNA

VANDVEFERIE STORSKJÆRET
DØNNA

G16

Join us for a RIB sea-rafting safari amongst the
scenic islands of Helgeland, which is rich in wildlife. Sea eagles are guaranteed. We enrich your trip
with colourful stories from local fishermen. We also
offer combined tours that include mountain hikes on
the islands. +47 473 66 087 / +47 993 40 557
Seløy Kystferie | kristian@seloykystferie.no

Bøteriet (the old fishnet-mending workshop) has
been refurbished into a charming holiday centre.
Rooms, rorbu, holiday apartments, restaurant,
outdoor tables, guest pier, boat hires. Situated on
the idyllic Åkerøya.
+47 415 25 371 / +47 75 05 49 20 / +47 911 39 966
boteriet.com | boteriet@yahoo.no

DØNNESFJELLSTUA / DØNNA

At historic Alstahaug, Petter Dass Museum
celebrates the renowned 17th-century poet and vicar
Petter Dass (1647–1707). Fascinating architecture
and a rewarding cultural experience in scenic
surroundings. Open year-round.
petter.dass@helgelandmuseum.no
+47 75 11 01 50 | petterdass.no

HELGELAND TRANSPORTSERVICE
HELGELAND

G17

Local traditional dishes made with the very best
local ingredients. Your chef and host will ensure
a unique and memorable dining experience.

Dønnesfjellstua | +47 975 02 531
www.donnesfjellstua.com | annjohao@online.no

E19

Rorbu cabins, island-hopping, fishing, bicycling and
mountain hikes. This is the place for your Helgeland
holiday! Our rorbu and wharf are situated in an area
with excellent fishing and an amazing bird life.
E18

Swimming pool, cinema, auditorium,
library, gallery,
Cultural School, Tourist Information Office

G18

BEST COASTAL ADVENTURES IN
HELGELAND / HERØY

Luxurious cabin and apartments right on
the seashore – perfect for a holiday by the
sea and mountains. Quay, barbecue, boat,
opportunities for many rewarding activities.
Savour tranquil, scenic surroundings.

3 KALVER / DØNNA

+47 415 13 425
dag@trekalver.no | trekalver.no

E19

ELFIS SJØSTUER / HERØY

Our café at the Petter Dass Museum offers hearty
traditional dishes and refreshments, in a beautiful
building and magnificent natural setting.
Visit historical Alstahaug, and the
mediaeval church.

G18

PETTER DASS-MUSEET
ALSTAHAUG

This is a cosy alternative to a hotel. Experience Herøy, renowned as the most magnificent island on the
Helgeland coast. New suites and double rooms with
comfortable beds, bath, kitchen and balcony.

DINING

Kulturbadet
Sandnessjøen

E19

F17

Welcome to Amfi Skansen
– a modern new shopping centre
in the heart of Sandnessjøen,
with 24 shops, restaurants
and more.

spirendesign.no

Herøy © Jonas Berglund

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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MOSJØEN

• Meløy
• Rødøy
• Træna

VEFSN, GRANE AND HATTFJELLDAL

Lovund •

• Lurøy

• Mo i Rana

• Nesna

Mosjøen is the oldest town in Helgeland, and the second-oldest in
Dikanäs/
Nordland County. The town is a cultural centre with many concerts,
Örnsköldsvik
performances and festivals throughout the year. Mosjøen’s many cafés
are great places to meet people. Øyfjellet (818 m) towers above the
town; hike to the top for an amazing view. Mosjøen has an airport,
railway station, several guest harbours, and daily bus services to
coastal and inland destinations.
The historical town centre is Sjøgata street. Today, the area’s beautifully preserved 19th-century buildings are treasured as an essential
part of the town’s pulsating life and character. Visit museums and
galleries, the town park from 1905, go bowling and golfing. Mosjøen
also has a town beach, a via ferrata and a zipline, a Sherpa Path and
other hiking trails. The town is known for its many cafès, pubs and
restaurants, and varied shops.

SVERIGE
SWEDEN

HATTFJELLDAL is a beautiful mountainous municipality located
on trunk road Rv73, about 30 minutes drive from Trofors along
highway E6. The area is known for its handicrafts and folk music
traditions, and its strong Sami heritage. Hattfjelldal offers excellent
fishing, including in Norway’s second largest lake, Røssvatn.

• Dønna

• Leirfjord

• Herøy • Sandnessjøen

• Hemnes

• Mosjøen
• Vega

• Vevelstad

• Hattfjelldal

• Brønnøysund
• Grane
• Sømna

• Bindal

Visitors can enjoy farm holidays, hiking and summit trips. Also
worth a visit is Fjellfolket hus (the House of the Mountain People),
the local church built in 1868, and the sculpture «The Elf Castle»
(Alveborg).

GRANE offers amazing wilderness adventures – you can explore
the Børgefjell National Park to the east and Lomsdal-Visten National
Park to the west. There are many great fishing spots on the Vefsna
river and its tributaries. The eastern branch of the river Vefsna is
perfect for rafting. Grane also has fine hiking trails. Be sure to visit
Laksforsen, perhaps one of the most beautiful waterfalls in Europe.
For further information, please see visithelgeland.com.

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS

RESTAURANT ELLEN / MOSJØEN

SJØGATA
– THE HISTORIC TOWN CENTRE

In Northern Norway’s oldest hotel (in Mosjøen),
built in 1794, the legendary chef prepares traditional
Norwegian dishes with a continental twist, from the
very best local ingredients. Enjoy fine dining and
the view of our gardens, as guests have done for
220 years.
Booking: fruhaugans.no | + 47 75 11 41 00

Sjøgata (Shore Street) is the oldest part of Mosjøen,
with well-kept 19th-century wooden houses. This
fascinating neighbourhood has many galleries and
shops, cafés and restaurants, inns, boathouses and
guest harbours.
J21

BLOMSTERBUA MAT OG VIN
MOSJØEN

D
M IN
O IN
SJ G
Ø IN
EN
www.blomsterbuamatogvin.no

J21

RAFTING IN AUSTERVEFSNA / GRANE
The whitewater rafting on the Austervefsna is among
the best in all Europe! You can chose between a halfday trip, a full-day trip with lunch, and an exciting
overnight rafting. We also offer family rafting for
families with children age 6-14, and kayak lessons
on the river for all levels.
J21

INSPIRED BY GLOBAL CUISINE
BOOK A TABLE AT MOSJØEN’S
FINEST RESTAURANT TODAY!

Strandgaten 39, 8651 Mosjøen
Tel.: +47 75 11 41 00 | E-mail: res@fruhaugans.no

56

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

Rivernorth.no | mail@rivernorth.no

GILLES CAFE / MOSJØEN

VEFSN MUSEUM / MOSJØEN

A friendly cultural café in old Mosjøen,
with pub nights and concerts year round.
Full dinners, light dishes and desserts. Buffet
Monday through Sunday. Sushi & tapas buffet
Wednesday 6–10pm. Fully licensed.

The main museum is situated on historic Sjøgata,
and there is an open-air museum at Dolstad.
Exhibitions, events and activities throughout
the year.

Sjøgata 6, +47 75 17 54 54
gillescafe.no

J21

Sjgøata 31B /Austerbygdveien 1, 8656 Mosjøen.
Helgelandsmuseum.no/vefsn
+47 75 11 01 21

TIPPEN GASTRO / MOSJØEN

GRANE BYGDETUN / TROFORS

You will find Tippen Gastro in the Tipperary
restaurant house on Mosjøen’s pedestrian street.
Here, a delicious lunch and dinner menu is served
in a cosy setting. Open daily, year round.
After your meal, drop by Tippen Bar.

A rich collection of 18th- and 19th-century farm
buildings. Beautiful recreation area, with picnic
spots and barbecue pits by the river!

J21

Northern Norway’s oldest full-service hotel

We offer 2 restaurants, 2 bars and
great outdoor tables right by the river.
J21

WWW.FRUHAUGANS.NO

K25

REASONABLY PRICED ACCOMMODATION

J21

TRIXIE RESTAURANT & BAR
TROFORS

WWW.FROKENSKJOLDS.NO
J21

ACCOMODATION
BRYGGEN GJESTEHUS / MOSJØEN
Three fully-equipped holiday apartments,
high standard. Our charming wharf building,
built in 1842, is beautifully situated by the Vefsna
river, in the heart of Mosjøen.
K25

FJELLFOLKETS HUS / HATTFJELLDAL

Welcome to our cosy restaurant,
conveniently situated in Grane by highway E6.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner. Outdoor tables.
Pizza and kebab. Takeaway.
Open 11–22:00.
+47 75 18 13 90
Find us on Facebook.

The exhibition here documents the life and history
of the mountain people. Visitor centre and Tourist
Information. Cultural and historical tours are
offered.

J25

Hattfjelldalsvollen 1, 8690 Hattfjelldal
www.helgelandmuseum.no/hattfjelldal
+47 456 18 350

HERTZ CAR RENTAL

NEAR THE TRAIN STATION AND TOWN CENTER

EASY COME - EASY GO

Helgelandmuseum.no/grane
grane@helgelandmuseum.no
+47 911 79 802

© Terje Rakke NordicLife visithelgeland.com

THE BEST INGREDIENTS OF NORTHERN NORWAY

Sjøgato 25, Mosjøen.
kirstistokland.no,
Galleri Stokland

KULTURVERKSTEDET / MOSJØEN

+47 474 78 920
tippen gastro
tippen@cafebaren.com

+ 47 906 63 696

© Terje Rakke
NordicLife/visithelgeland

Welcome to our charming gallery in the historic part
of Mosjøen. The house is filled with colourful local
artworks and handicrafts: paintings, graphics, glass
and ceramic works, textiles and knitwear.

This distinctive building on Sjøgata comprises
cultural workshops, a gallery featuring
artists of Northern Norway, and a café that
serves hearty traditional dishes. Free lunch
concerts every Friday. Guest house for rent.
+47 75 17 27 60
kulturverkstedet.net

THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
EAT HERE OR TAKEOUT

post@visithelgeland.com

GALLERI STOKLAND / MOSJØEN

A beautifully decorated restaurant at Sjøgata 29.
A richly-varied lunch menu, and an evening menu
that features many exciting pizzas. Choose «Tapas
for 2» to savour the very best of our menu. The great
beer selection, fine wine list and tasty cocktails give
you additional reasons to pay us a visit.
+47 906 63 696

© Terje Rakke Nordic Life DH
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DINING

Adr. Skjervgt. 5.
+47 416 50 608 / +47 418 46 755
bryggengjestehus.no

J21

LAKSFORS VILLA / GRANE

N24

This elegant historic villa, situated by the beautiful
Laksforsen falls 30 km south of Mosjøen, offers nine
rooms, 13 beds total, three bathrooms. Several cosy
lounges. Fully-equipped kitchen, self-catering.
NB! Closed July–August.
Laksforsvegen 22, NO-8684 Trofors
+47 415 44 093 | laksfors.no

J24

MOSJØEN | +47 982 05 595
hertz.mosjoen@hertz.no
MO I RANA | +47 982 05 599
hertz.moirana@hertz.no
SANDNESSJØEN | +47 982 05 596
hertz.sandessjoen@hertz.no
BRØNNØYSUND | +47 982 05 597
hertz.bronnoysund@hertz.no

HELGELAND TRANSPORTSERVICE
HELGELAND
We are a tour operator that offers tailor-made
packages for groups visiting Helgeland and
Nordland. We offer transportation and guide
services throughout the region, and a fleet of
buses of varied size.
+47 75 40 70 00 | helgelandtransportservice.no
post.mo@helgelandtransportservice.no

Hatten mot Garsmarka Hattfjelldal © Jan Inge Larsen

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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Mo i Rana, the largest town in Helgeland, is situated in scenic surroundings
just below the Arctic Circle. The Winter Light Festival, Verketfestivalen,
SVERIGEand the local Pride Festival are just some of the events that enliven the
SWEDENtown. Nordland Theatre has also a key role in many of the cultural
offerings. Mo i Rana also offers a broad range of shopping opportunities.

In HEMNES you can hike from DNT lodge to lodge in the
Okstindan range, visit their striking Rabothytta cabin – and even
climb Oksskolten (1906 m). Røssåga river tempts anglers with
its huge salmon. The road over Korgfjellet pass offers beautiful
panoramas. At Hemnesberget you can go boating, experience lively
festivals, and see the works of fine artists.

NESNA, situated at the heart of the Helgeland coast, invites you
to mountain adventures, and to explore scenic islands and the sea.
Nesna has many hiking trails, roads ideal for cycling, excellent
fishing, and fine opportunities for kayaking and boating.
The municipality of LURØY, just south of the Arctic Circle, consists
of over 1300 islands, islets and skerries. You can reach Lurøy by
ferry or the NEX express boat. Attractions include Grønsvik coastal

Furuheim

Villmarksvegen
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visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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• Rødøy

NESNA, LURØY, TRÆNA, RØDØY, MELØY, HEMNES AND RANA

Highlights include Moholmen, the sculpture «Ocean Man», an exciting new science centre, the Klokkerhagen river park, and the Arctic
Circle Centre on Saltfjellet. You can also visit the natural rock formations called the Marble Castle, experiense cave tours, hike the
Saltfjellet-Svartisen National Park, and even hike/wandering on the
glacier Svartisen.
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fort, the puffin colony at Lovund, and Lurøy Farm and renaissance
gardens. Lurøy is a great place for kayaking, cycling and hiking.

TRÆNA is Norway’s oldest fishing community and hosts a popular
music festival. Be sure to visit Kirkhelleren cave and the Petter Dass
Chapel, built to honour a 17th-century poet-priest. Go on amazing
hikes, and enjoy a sauna with a view of the Trænfjord. To get to
Træna, take the ferry from Stokkvågen, or the express boat from
Sandnessjøen, Stokkvågen or Nesna.
In RØDØY you can take boats ride into the scenic Nordfjord, visit
the magical fairytale forest and visit Rødøy church. For an amazing
view, hike to the summit of Rødøyløva (the Rødøy Lion), 440 m.
Getting here is easy: take the ferry from Kilboghamn, or the Nex
express boat that sails between Bodø and Helgeland.

MELØY is the northernmost municipality on the Helgeland coast.
Adventures available here include glacier walks, dog-sledding, exploring caves and summit hikes!
For more information, please visit visithelgeland.com.
visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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ACCOMODATION

ACCOMODATION

KORGFJELLET FJELLSTUE / HEMNES

AERNIE/STORLI CAMPING / RANA

Take the scenic route over the Korgfjellet pass,
where we offer comfortable lodge cabins as well
as traditional rooms. Magnificent view of the Okstindan range and Svartisen glacier. Great mountain
hiking trails. Dine on hearty Norwegian food at our
Korgfjellet mountain lodge.
korgfjellet | post@korgfjellet.no
Booking: korgfjellet.no/ +47 75 17 01 50

Welcome to unique dining, with homemade
dishes based on local and Sámi traditions served
in beautiful surroundings, 20 km north of the town
of Mo i Rana. Accommodation available in cabins,
camping facilities for caravans and tents. Café open
in the summer, and by appointment year round.
L18

KORGEN CAMPING / HEMNES

HAVBLIKK / NESNA
Spacious year-round camping, hotel-standard
cabins, holiday apartments and rooms.
The longest waterslide in Northern Norway,
playground. Boat, kayak and bicycle rental. WiFi.
Very child friendly.
M18

LOVUND HOTELL / LOVUND

Yttervik Camping offers cabins, holiday
apartments and campsite for caravans.
Magnificently situated on the Ranfjord,

Lovund, one of Norway’s most thriving island
communities, is situated off the Helgeland coast.
Take time to savour some of the best dining in the
region. Hotel rooms and rorbu cabins enjoy great
views of the sea and sunsets. Varied scenery and many
opportunities for excursions. Lovund is renowned for
its pioneering spirit and strong business community.
+47 75 09 20 30 | post@lovund.no | lovund.no

N15

KAFFEN & KRUSE / MO I RANA

O15

Onøy, 8766 Lurøy
+47 976 47 886
luroyrorbu.com

O15

Stay in the old town hall of Norway’s oldest fishing
village. Eight rooms (four with private baths), and
two two-storey apartments. A beautiful view over
the island, great hiking opportunities, and many
cultural opportunities. Free parking and wi-fi. Situated just 250 meters from the quay and food shop.
+47 918 12 679 | trenaovernatting.no
booking@trenaovernatting.no

CLARION COLLECTION
HOTEL HELMA / MO I RANA

Welcome to tempting and eco-conscious shopping
in our large second-hand shop with an exciting retro
section. Enjoy a great cup of coffee and a bite to eat
on vintage sofas in our unique coffee bar.

O15

+47 78 10 11 80

AURORA RESTAURANT
& LIVE SCENE / NESNA

SURE HOTEL BEST WESTERN
OLE TOBIAS / MO I RANA

Creative dishes based on good local ingredients.
With our «Nesna-meets-the-world fusion»,
Aurora aims to be one of Helgeland’s best
restaurants! Live music and performances.

Ole Tobias, a small hotel situated in the heart of
town, is known for its warm and friendly ambience.
The hotel is named after Ole Tobias Olsen, who was
the driving force behind construction of the Nordland Railway. The décor is inspired by the railway’s
history. Welcome! booking@ole-tobias.no
+47 75 12 05 00 | hoteloletobias.no

+47 75 05 65 40 | havblikk.no | post@havblikk.no

I16

© Rolf Ørjan Høgseth O15

FURØY CAMPING / MELØY
Welcome to the beautiful Furøy Camping, situated
near Fv17 and the Furøy ferry quay. Rental cabins,
campsite for tents and caravans. Short drive to
Svartisen and Glomfjordfjellet.
Boat hire and nature trails.
O15

Lurøy 6, NO-8178 Halsa, +47 941 91 315
post@furoycamp.no | furoycamp.no

STØTT BRYGGE / MELØY

RØSSVOLL CAMPING / RANA

STØTT BRYGGE / MELØY

Welcome to our restaurant in the old trading post,
Støtt Brygge. Seafood dishes based on the fresh
catch from nearby waters. The restaurant, situated
in the old general store from 1978, celebrates the
coastal culture. We also offer lordly
accommodation.
Adr. 8159 Støtt i Meløy | +47 400 21 212
stott.no

Cabins, electrical hook-ups for caravans
and campers. Each cabin has four beds,
kitchen and bathroom. Free wifi.

Stylish accommodation at the old trading post.
Fine guest harbour with all amenities. Seafood
restaurant with impressive menu. Hiking, kayaking,
summit hikes, deep-sea fishing, boat rentals,
swimmings and more. Fisheries Museum.

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

Beautifully situated by the Ranelva river,
10 km north of Mo i Rana.
+47 458 12 112 | else.sperstad@online.no

H14

D12

D12

BIMBO VEIKRO / MO I RANA

K7

vitensenternordland.no

+47 979 83 276
post@rorbuferien.no | rorbuferien.no

A pleasant inn situated on highway E6,
north of Mo i Rana. Our café serves hearty
home-cooked meals, reasonably priced.
6 rooms available, with satellite TV,
private bathroom and wc.
+47 75 15 10 01 | bimbo.no
bimboveikro

An exciting new science centre.
Explore over 80 interactive
installations and experiments.

TRÆNA RORBUFERIE / TRÆNA

BOLGA BRYGGE / MELØY

J9

F14
© Rolf Ørjan Høgseth O15

Spend your holiday in rorbu cabins that
enjoy a magnificent view of the island of
Træna. Great opportunities for excursions
to Trænstaven and Sanna.

Bolga Brygge is one of the most beautiful
venues for dining and accommodation on Meløy.
Local specialities are prepared with great pride.
Time and again, our visitors speak of the
memorable time they’ve had here.
Welcome to Bolga Brygge!
+47 971 77 608 | bolgabrygge.no
BolgaBrygge | post@bolgabrygge.no

© Lars Westwig
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TRÆNA OVERNATTING / TRÆNA

110 double rooms.
Conference facilities for 100 people.
Room rates include breakfast and an
evening buffet.

Ranenget 4, Mo i Rana
Brukthandel Askeladden | +47 75 15 66 00

I16

Well-equipped rorbu cabins,
high standard. Great wilderness adventures.
Grocery next door.

N- Fr.Nansensgata 48, NO-8622 Mo i Rana.
Booking: +47 75 13 40 00
meyergarden@meyergarden.no | meyergarden.no

P14

LURØY RORBUER / LURØY

Welcome to Nordland’s largest hotel,
in Mo i Rana..

Summer restaurant +47 476 16 890
post@stenneset.no | stenneset.no
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M16

SCANDIC MEYERGÅRDEN
MO I RANA

Welcome to a cultural experience in historic
surroundings. Stenneset offers memorable dining
with excellent service. We take pride in using local
organic produce, carefully paired with wine and
refreshments.

+47 75 05 65 40
havblikk.no | post@havblikk.no

YTTERVIK CAMPING / RANA

+47 909 87 355 | ranjas@online.no
yttervikcamping.no

STENNESET MAT & VIN / MO I RANA

AernieOpplevelser

Enjoy a tranquil stay right by the salmon river
Røssåga, at the foot of the Okstindan mountains
and near the renowned Rabothytta cabin.
Excellent base for day excursions along
the coast and to mountains. Free Wifi.
Korgauren 5, 8646 Korgen
+47 473 74 978 | korgen-camping.no
Price: NOK 500 – 1350 | Open year round

16 km south of Mo i Rana. Excellent fishing.

DINING

+47 906 18 921

Design: Mac&Tusj

Tomma © Terje Rakke NordicLife/Visithelgeland

O14

N-8159 Støtt i Meløy
+47 400 21 212 / Støtt

ON HOLIDAY IN
HELGELAND?
AMFI Mo i Rana is the
largest shopping centre in
Helgeland, offering more
than 50 shops, cafés and
restaurants. Situated in
the heart of Mo i Rana.

Velcome!
K9

K7

09-19 (10-18)
AMFI.NO/MOIRANA

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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The «Marmor-Castle» in Rana © Emil Sollie

Setergrotta Cave in Rana © Setergrotta

ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS

ACTIVITIES & ATTRACTIONS

SETERGROTTA CAVE / RANA

HEMNES MUSEUM / BJERKA

Experience one of the most impressive caves in
Norway! Take the guided tour, equipped with
helmet and headlamp – see the enormous mountain
halls, narrow marble passages and the subterranean
river. Situated 22 km north of Mo I Rana, exit from
highway E6.
014

The rural museum at Bjerka documents farm
life and traditional baking of “Kamkake”.
Ranheimbrygga wharf highlights coastal culture.
In Hemnesberget village, the oldest buildings are
the Per-Smed-stua and the Kirkebua.
Helgelandmuseum.no/hemnes | +47 948 99 566
Hemnes museum
Hemnes Museumslag

HELGELAND KAJAKK / NESNA

NESNA MUSEUM

On the fabulous island of Tomma near Nesna,
Helgeland Kajakk rents out sea kayaks with complete
equipment. Guided trips for beginners as well as experienced kayakers. Kayaking courses offered, which earn
participants the “våtkort” certification of the Norwegian
Canoe & Kayaking Association (NPF). Get in touch
with great experiences in beautiful nature!
helgelandkajakk@gmail.com
+ 47 951 73 987 | helgelandkajakk.no

H16

Nesna Museum in Zahlhuset has exhibitions on
coastal culture, farming, trade, handicrafts and
household traditions. The old school
(Klokkergården) from 1823 has an exhibit on
school history.
Havnevegen 1, 8700 Nesna.
+47 952 79 695 | helgelandmuseum.no/nesna
nesna@helgelandmuseum.no

+47 959 74 497 | setergrotta.no

HAV OG FRITID / NESNA
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I16

German World War II fortress. Lighted paths.
Exhibitions on the coastal community’s relation
to the Occupation and the Resistance, Lurøy and
the post-war period, and the significance of the
Cold War.
Helgelandmuseum.no/luroy
luroy@helgelandmuseum.no

HELGELAND TRANSPORTSERVICE
HELGELAND

FALCH GAMLE HANDELSSTED
RØDØY

We are a tour operator that offers tailor-made
packages for groups visiting Helgeland and
Nordland. We offer transportation and guide
services throughout the region, and a fleet of
buses of varied size.
+47 75 40 70 00 | helgelandtransportservice.no
post.mo@helgelandtransportservice.no

Exhibition on the recent fishery history of
Helgeland. Situated on the scenic Tjongsfjorden,
just 300 m from the road FV17. The museum has
regular opening hours during the summer season.

RANA MUSEUM / MO I RANA

TRÆNA MUSEUM

The museum offers various exhibitions on
culture and natural history, as well as an art gallery.
In addition, be sure to visit Stenneset outdoor
museum 8 km from Bredek village centre, and
Bredek mountain farm at the foot of the Saltfjellet
high plateau.
Midtre gate 1, Mo i Rana.
+47 75 11 01 33 | helgelandmuseum.no/rana

The museum is located in a traditional Nordland
home from 1910, next to the church. Exhibition
documents coastal life through 200 years, and the
story of two siblings who for 50 years exchanged
letters and photographs between Træna and Hawaii.
Mon–Sat 12–16 and Sun 12–14
Helgelandmuseum.no/Træna
+47 415 59 104

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

© Fabrice Milochau M17

rodoy@helgelandmuseum.no
helgelandmuseum.no/rodoy | +47 486 00 348

© Simon Fossheim O15

HELGELAND
– GETTING HERE

I16

BY CAR

GRØNSVIK KYSTFORT, MUSEUM
LURØY

Fully equipped sea kayak rentals.
Courses and instruction. Kayak excursion
for beginners as well as advanced kayakers.
Pre-planned or tailored tours offered up and
down the Helgeland coast.
+47 915 94 340 | havogfritid.no
Nordvollvegen 7, 8700 Nesna

© Lars Byman

I14

K10

If you’re coming northward on highway E6, you’ll enter the
traditional realm of Helgeland approximately 300 km north of
Trondheim. There are several alternative routes. One of them is the
Wilderness Road (Rv73/Fv806), an inland route that takes you from
Majavatn lake in the south to Korgen in the north. Another is the
Coastal Highway (Fv17) from Steinkjer to Bodø. If you are travelling north on highway E6 this summer, there is a scenic alternative
to the Korgfjell Tunnel: drive across the gorgeous Korgfjellet pass,
555 m.
If you are travelling from Sweden, you can drive the Sagavegen
(Saga Road Rv804/Fv296), Krutfjellvegen (Krutfjell Road Rv73) or
Blåvegen (the Blue Road E12). You can reach the magnificent
Helgeland coast by way of the Coastal Highway (Fv17), Tosenveien
(Fv76), via the town of Mosjøen (Fv78), or via the town of Mo i
Rana (E12).

BY AIR

D12

Widerøe offers direct flights from Trondheim and Bodø to Brønnøysund, Sandnessjøen, Mosjøen and Mo i Rana. Other direct flights
include Oslo–Brønnøysund and Oslo – Sandnessjøen, and some few
direct flights in summertime from Oslo – Mosjøen – Mo i Rana. For
schedules and reservation, please visit www.wideroe.no.

BY TRAIN

The Nordland Railway extends from Trondheim to Bodø. The train
journey from Trondheim to Mosjøen takes about five hours, while
the trip to Mo i Rana takes six hours. Trains from Bodø take three
hours to Mo i Rana, and four hours to Mosjøen. For schedules and
reservations, please visit www.vy.no.

HURTIGRUTEN COASTAL STEAMERS

Hurtigruten vessels call twice daily at Brønnøysund, Sandnessjøen
and Nesna. www.hurtigruten.no

BY FERRY AND EXPRESS BOAT

Ferries and express boats are ready to take you to beautiful islands
along the Helgeland coast. For schedule information, please see p. 65
or visit www.reisnordland.no.

BY BUS

There are frequent bus services between the coast of Helgeland and
inland destinations.

SCHEDULE INFORMATION

See www.reisnordland.no

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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Seven days of unlimited travel with bus,
express boat and ferry for NOK 990
– only with Travel Pass Nordland.

BYRAA byraabodo.no

We’ll take
you there

Foto: Simon Fossheim

© Brødrene Aa

Schedule information
HELGELAND

NORDLANDSEKSPRESSEN /
THE NORDLAND EXPRESS

The Nordland Express is tailor-made for enabling adventures
throughout the Helgeland coast. The express boats allow you to
bring kayaks and bicycles, have wireless internet, charging stations
for mobile phones and laptops, cafés and comfortable seating. The
express boats connect Nordland county, and speed you to destinations south or north.

Træna, Helgeland

Our summer timetables are expanded to offer more departures and
more destinations. (Please see reisnordland.no.) For example, we
offer quick and convenient travel between Bodø and Sandnessjøen.
En route, you can experience Støtt, Ørnes and Bolga, and many
other exciting stops along the coast. Or how about taking the
boat from Sandnessjøen or Nesna, to explore Myken lighthouse,
Sleneset, Lovund and Træna?
Please see page 64 for information on our Travel Pass.

TRANSPORT
HELGELAND TRANSPORTSERVICE
HELGELAND

The islands along the coast of Helgeland are the perfect destination for fantastic nature experiences.
Explore the archipelago with the Nordland Travel Pass. Plan your trip at reisnordland.com, where we
can show you the best and fastest itineraries.
Read more at
reisnordland.com/travelpassnordland
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visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00

We are a tour operator that offers tailor-made
packages for groups visiting Helgeland and
Nordland. We offer transportation and guide
services throughout the region, and a fleet of
buses of varied size.
+47 75 40 70 00 | helgelandtransportservice.no
post.mo@helgelandtransportservice.no

EXPRESS BOATS

Sandnessjøen – Brønnøysund
Sandnessjøen – Sleneset – Lovund – Træna
Sandnessjøen – Herøy – Vega (Kirkøy)
Brønnøysund – Vega (Rørøy)

FERRIES

Stokkvågen – Onøy – Sleneset – Lovund
Stokkvågen – Træna
Nesna – Levang
Søvik (Sandnessjøen) – Herøy (Flostad)
Sandnessjøen – Dønna (Bjørn)
Tjøtta – Vega (Igerøy)
Tjøtta – Forvik
Horn – Ylvingen – Vega (Igerøy)
Horn – Andalsvågen

Route 18-159
Route 18-191
Route 18-172
Route 18-151

tts.no
boreal.no
boreal.no
tts.no

Route 18-344 boreal.no
Route 18-192 boreal.no
Route 18-335 boreal.no
Route 18-171 boreal.no
Route 18-181 boreal.no
Route 18-158 tts.no
Route 18–162 boreal.no
Route 18-152 tts.no
Route 18-153 tts.no

For timetables and more routes, please visit www.reisnordland.no
or visit the transport companies websites.

USEFUL INFORMATION

All public transport in Norway use the same template:
1 = Monday X = except
2 = Tuesday / = will not stop
3 = Wednesday - = will stop but no time given
4 = Thursday x = will stop on request
5 = Friday D = daily
6 = Saturday 7 = Sunday
Example: DX57 = Daily except Friday and Sunday.

HERTZ CAR RENTAL
MOSJØEN | +47 982 05 595
hertz.mosjoen@hertz.no
MO I RANA | +47 982 05 599
hertz.moirana@hertz.no
SANDNESSJØEN | +47 982 05 596
hertz.sandessjoen@hertz.no
BRØNNØYSUND | +47 982 05 597
hertz.bronnoysund@hertz.no

SOME DISTANCES:
FV17 +
		Ferries
Trondheim – Brønnøysund
373 km
Trondheim – Sandnessjøen 464 km
Trondheim – Mosjøen 		
Trondheim – Mo i Rana 		

Along
E6
456 km
452 km
388 km
476 km

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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Brønnøysund © Terje Rakke NordicLife/Visithelgeland

Tourist information / Brønnøysund © Iselin Straum

TOURIST INFORMATION OFFICES

PRACTICAL

information
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Fire: 110. Police: 112. Emergency medical help: 113.
The emergency helpline centres assess the situation and arrange
the necessary assistance.

ROADS AND TRAFFIC:

Dial 175 at any time for information about mountain passes,
distances, road conditions and traffic in Northern Norway.
From abroad: +47 815 48 991.

SCHEDULE INFORMATION FOR
NORDLAND COUNTY

Visit www.reisnordland.no

CURRENCY

Payment cards are widely used in Norway, and most shops accept
credit cards such as American Express, Diners, Eurocard, Visa and
MasterCard. Foreign debit cards are rarely accepted. Cards must have
a chip or code. We recommend you use an ATM to withdraw Norwegian currency instead. NB! Currency exchange is only available
in the larger towns.

REGIONAL OFFICES
BRØNNØYSUND:

SEPTIC TANK DRAINAGE FOR
COACHES AND CAMPERS

Brønnøysund: By the Circle K Station in the town centre.
Sandnessjøen: By the Shell Station at Sandnes,
about 2 km from the town centre.
Mosjøen: By the Shell Station at Halsøy, just north of town.
Hemnesberget: By the Marina.
Mo i Rana: By Highway E6 just south of the town centre.
Vevelstad: At Steinmo Bobilparkering.
Holand i Meløy: By the Tourist Information Office.

CHARGING STATIONS FOR ELECTRIC CARS

Brønnøysund: In Brønnøysund town centre, by Amfi shopping centre.
Alstahaug: In Sandnessjøen town centre, by Scandic Hotell.
Mosjøen: By Fru Haugans Hotel in town centre,
free charging of Teslas and other cars.
Hattfjelldal: In Hattfjelldal centre by the Fjellfolkets Hus.
Korgen: By the Circle K Station and Coop Korgen.
Lurøy: Charging station at the harbor in Aldersundet.
Mo i Rana: Charging station at Amfi Meyer shopping centre
(not Tesla), Circle K and Hotel Helma.
Leirfjord: Charging station at Napoli Restaurant, Leland.
Other charging points, see www.ladestasjoner.no/kart

facebook.com/visithelgeland

Visit_helgeland

Sømnaveien 92, NO-8900 Brønnøysund.
bronnoysund@visithelgeland.com
+47 75 01 80 00.
Open year round.

SANDNESSJØEN:

Torolv Kveldulvsonsgt. 10, NO-8800 Sandnessjøen.
sandnessjoen@visithelgeland.com
+47 75 01 80 00.
Open year round.

MOSJØEN:

Sjøgata 2, NO-8656 Mosjøen.
mosjoen@visithelgeland.com
+47 75 01 80 00.
Open year round.

MO I RANA:

LOCAL OFFICES
BINDAL

v/Serviceavdelingen, Oldervikvn.5, NO-7980 Terråk
+47 75 03 25 00 | Open year round.

HATTFJELLDAL

v/Fjellfolkets hus, Hattfjelldalsvollen 1, NO-8690 Hattfjelldal
+47 456 18 350 / +47 75 18 48 00 | Open year round.

VEGA

Gladstad, NO-8980 Vega
+47 75 03 53 88 / 479 07 132 | post@visitvega.no
Open during the summer.

LURØY

v/Grønsvik kystfort, NO-8735 Stokkvågen,
+47 901 89 318 | turistinfo@luroy.kommune.no
Open: 17/6 – 5/8

HEMNES/OKSTINDAN

Ole Tobias Olsens gate 1, NO-8602 Mo i Rana.
mo@visithelgeland.com
+47 75 01 80 00.
Open year round.

Circle K v/E6, Korgen,
+47 75 01 80 00 | post@visithelgeland.com
Open during the summer.

For opening hours, please visit
www.visithelgeland.com

v/Træna kommune
+47 404 41 692 | tenktraena.no
turistkontor@trana.kommune.no
Open: 15/6 – 15/8

Svanemerket trykksak, 3041 0923

TRÆNA

visithelgeland.com | +47 75 01 80 00
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Fotomontasje: Sven Prim

Welcome to Vega Arhcipelago World Heritage site
- with care and a good conscience
Come explore Vega and our island realm.
Vegaøyan was awarded a place on UNESCO’s World Heritage List in 2004, all thanks to
the eider ducks. The islanders honour their ancient tradition of protecting the eiders and
harvesting eider down from April to July. You’re welcome to visit the islands on a slow
boat, and provided your dog is on a leash.
Welcome to Vega!

Ina Andreassen

Ina Andreassen

Cyril Ruoso

VEGA WORLD
HERITAGE CENTER

SNORKLING
AT EIDEM

LÅNAN - THE LARGEST
NESTING COLONY IN VEGA

Welcome to the Vega World Heritage
Centre and the exhibition «Vega –
Wild and Beautiful». A fascinating
experience with exciting activities.
Café, gift shop and Tourist Information Office.

Join us for a snorkelling safari in
the crystal-clear waters of Eidem!
Vega’s UNESCO World Heritage
Centre offers guides and rents
out diving equipment.

Meet the tenders of Lånan’s eider
duck colony, gain insights into this
old tradition – and how the world’s
warmest down is harvested!
Please contact Visit Vega to
request a visit.

Visit Vega
Tel. +47 75 03 53 88
post@visitvega.no
www.visitvega.no

Vega Verdensarvsenter
Tel. +47 941 35 162
senter@verdensarvvega.no
www.verdensarvvega.no

Stiftelsen Vegaøyan Verdensarv
Tel. +47 75 03 55 03
post@verdensarvvega.no
www.verdensarvvega.no

Vega Verneområdestyre
Tel. +47 950 52 394
fmnojwi@fylkesmannen.no
www.nasjonalparkstyre.no/vega

